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Portland General Electric's Trojan Nuclear Plant ceased power operations

in 1993 and began a plan to immediately decommission the plant. With the US

Department of Energy still unable to take possession of commercial spent fuel the

decision was made to build an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

on the existing plant site to house the fuel. Sierra Nuclear Corporation was awarded

the contract for the ISFSI.

The purpose of this project was to create a computational model specific to

Sierra Nuclear Corporation's Dry TranstorTM storage cask and Trojan's spent nu-

clear fuel using the Monte Carlo code MCNP. This model allows Trojan engineers to

perform accurate criticality calculations of individual casks loaded with specific fuel

assemblies without being trained in the specifics of MCNP input structure. This

is accomplished by a world wide web based interface to the MCNP model which

allows users to select assembly loading patterns and perform MCNP calculations

from anywhere on the web.
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The infinite multiplication factor, kinf,, was calculated for a single fuel as

sembly using MCNP and compared to results from CASMO for the same geometry. 

The effective multiplication factor, key, was calculated for a fully loaded cask using 

MCNP and compared to results from a KENO model created by Sierra Nuclear en

gineers. Key was then calculated for one set of potential cask loading patterns for 

the 34 fuel containing casks for both normal and flooded conditions. These calcula

tions demonstrated the cask design's wide criticality safety margin. The calculated 

key for all casks, using these non-optimized loading patterns, is under 0.76. This 

is well below the criticality condition of keff=1.0 and the established safety margin 

of 0.05. 

This study demonstrates MCNP's use as a computational tool for critical

ity calculations; specifically for spent fuel storage and transportation casks. It also 

serves as an independent verification of the results obtained using KENO and pro

vides a tool for engineers at Trojan to explore various fuel assembly loading patterns. 
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DEDICATION 

This is dedicated to all those working to keep the nuclear power industry 

alive so that future generations may also enjoy its benefits. 



MCNP MODEL OF SIERRA NUCLEAR CORPORATION DRY
 

SPENT FUEL CONTAINERS AT TROJAN NUCLEAR POWER
 

PLANT
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General Introduction 

In 1993 Portland General Electric (PGE) decided to cease operations at Tro

jan Nuclear Power Plant near Rainier, Oregon. The decision was made to decommis

sion the plant as soon as possible. This was projected to be more cost effective than 

a mothball approach because it would quickly eliminate the various costs associated 

with regulatory compliance and maintenance of the shut-down plant. Decommis

sioning the plant quickly was also considered to be a prudent move considering 

the increasingly deregulated nature of the electric power industry. Having a large, 

unresolved financial liability such as a nuclear power plant that has not been decom

missioned could significantly reduce the company's strategic options in the future. 

Much of the cost of the shut-down plant was related to the spent fuel pool. 

All of the fuel that had been used in the plant over its lifetime was stored in the 

on-site pool after its removal from the reactor vessel. The water in the spent fuel 

pool is continuously run through filters and demineralizers. The temperature and 

purity of the water is strictly regulated, and meeting the host of applicable regula

tory requirements requires engineering and maintenance staff support for as long as 

there is fuel stored in the pool. 
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Because the United States Department of Energy (USDOE) is not expected 

to fulfill their contractual agreement to take possession of commercial spent fuel in 

the near future, PGE had to decide what to do with the fuel until such time. The 

decision was made to construct an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (IS

FSI) on the existing plant site. The ISFSI is essentially an outdoor concrete pad and 

containers (called casks) which hold fuel assemblies. The casks are cylindrical and 

sit upright on the pad. The fuel is surrounded by helium and not water, making this 

a type of "dry" storage. Dry spent fuel storage facilities are already being utilized at 

some other commercial plants in the US. It is easier, with regards to operation and 

regulations, to site the ISFSI within the existing secured area of the power plant. 

Eventually, when the ISFSI holds all the fuel from the spent fuel pool, the secured 

area will shrink to enclose only the ISFSI and will exclude the plant buildings. This 

will reduce security costs and operational problems associated with dismantling a 

plant in a secured area. 

Sierra Nuclear Corporation (SNC) was selected as the main contractor for 

the ISFSI. Each one of their Dry TranstorTM Baskets is designed to hold up to 24 

fuel assemblies. This dual-purpose cask system was designed such that the basket 

will serve as both the storage container and the transportation container within 

either a storage or transportation overpack. This arrangement simplifies operations 

allowing the fuel assemblies to be handled just once. This feature was prominent in 

PGE's decision to choose SNC as the contractor and is consistent with the idea of 

taking care of decommissioning costs as soon as possible. 

The casks were designed with heat load as the limiting design factor, and 

fuel loading patterns for the Trojan fuel were developed based on minimizing as
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sembly heat generation. However, the casks must also meet criticality safety re

quirements set forth in ANSI/ANS 8.1 and in the Code of Federal Regulation, Title 

10, Part 60 (10CFR60) which require systems such as storage and transportation 

casks to be designed such that the multiplication factor, key, plus all uncertainty, 

remain under 0.95 providing a 0.05 margin of safety below the criticality condition 

of 1(611=1.0. Sierra Nuclear Corporation performed criticality calculations [1] using 

the Monte Carlo computer code KENO [2] which is a widely used and thoroughly 

benchmarked code. These calculations incorporated very conservative assumptions. 

All fuel assemblies were modeled as consisting of fresh, 4.2% enriched fuel pellets 

and the cask was modeled as being flooded with water. This bounding-case calcula

tion produced a predicted keff well below 0.95, and the requirements of ANSI/ANS 

8.1 and 10CFR60 were met with good certainty. 

Because of the longer than anticipated cooling times of spent fuel assemblies 

in the industry (due largely to the unavailability of a USDOE repository or storage 

site), heat load has become less of a limiting design factor than criticality in many 

instances. The engineers at PGE wanted the ability to run criticality calculations 

without the assumption of fresh, 4.2% enriched fuel, so that alternate loading pat

terns could be explored. However, they lacked background in criticality codes and 

did not have time to learn. 

The purpose of this project is to provide an interface to a criticality code for 

use by Trojan engineers and to perform criticality calculations for the cask load

ing patterns selected by SNC on the basis of heat load. It was decided that the 

Monte Carlo code MCNP [22] would be used for this project and that the interface 

would be based on the world wide web. This web-based interface allows engineers 
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to explore different cask loading patterns while knowing little about the details of 

the actual MCNP input deck. Because the choices offered by the interface are very 

limited, there is little chance that a blatantly erroneous result could be obtained 

by improper use. The interface also allows the calculations to be performed on the 

Oregon State University Nuclear Engineering Department computers. 

MCNP was chosen because it is the code most familiar to the researchers. Us

ing MCNP also provides an opportunity for it to be benchmarked against the KENO 

results specifically for fuel cask criticality calculations. MCNP is fairly widely used 

but has not been benchmarked as thoroughly as KENO for criticality calculations. 

Comparison of the results from these two codes may further establish MCNP as a 

valid computational tool for criticality calculations; specifically criticality calcula

tions of Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel in dry storage containers. Comparison of 

the results will also provide independent verification of compliance with criticality 

safety regulations. 

1.2. Relationship of the criticality calculations to the overall ISFSI design 

Ensuring that fuel stored in the casks will remain subcritical is just one task 

in the encompassing ISFSI project. The overall ISFSI project is broken down into 

several major sub-projects. One sub-project is the engineering and design of the 

ISFSI project. The criticality calculations in this paper are part of the engineer

ing and design sub-project which is in turn part of the overall ISFSI project. The 

following text includes parts of a project plan that was developed for the design of 

the ISFSI. The project plan is meant to give the reader an understanding of the 
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scope of activities that are involved in the design of an ISFSI and an idea where 

criticality calculations fit in the general ISFSI design scheme. There are many tasks 

and sub-tasks to a given project and the following description limits itself to just 

three levels of detail for the sake of simplicity. Criticality calculations could be per

formed as part of several of the tasks given in APPENDIX C. The calculations 

performed for analysis of fuel loaded casks would be a sub-task of Task 2.5.1, Fuel 

Multi-Purpose Basket Design. This project plan is written from the perspective of 

the project manager and is based upon a more detailed plan previously written by 

the principal investigator. 

A complete project plan would include the allocation and leveling of re

sources. The original report from which this section was derived included an analy

sis of resources. This included a listing of full-time and contract employees and their 

hourly rates. The process that one follows when planning a project is to first assign 

individuals to tasks based on their disciplines and individual abilities only. Resource 

time conflicts are then resolved by leveling and smoothing the project network with 

attention paid to minimizing the critical path and adhering to the priorities set forth 

in the time/scope/resource assessment (Table 1.1). Another feature of a complete 

project plan is a projection of committed and cumulative resource costs over time. 

It is not necessary to include the resource allocations nor the cost figures of the 

project in order to put the criticality calculations into perspective for the reader. 

Other sections of the complete project plan omitted here are the stakeholder 

network and assessment of risk associated with the project. The stakeholder net

work involves a description of all the personnel that the project manager anticipates 

having to deal with during the course of the project. Each of these persons or or
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ganizations is analyzed and a general consensus is drawn as to whether the contact 

will affect the project positively or negatively. The section on risk assessment is an 

analysis of problems that could potentially keep the project from meeting its goals. 

1.2.1. Project Scope Statement 

Project Objectives The objective of this project is to design an Independent 

Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) for Trojan Nuclear Plant (TNP) before 

January 31, 1996, safely and within the approved budget. 

Deliverables Deliverables shall include design and specification of the following 

ISFSI components: 

concrete storage pad
 

cask haul roads
 

yoke design
 

MPB (Multi-Purpose Basket) design
 

MPB overpack design
 

MPB shipping cask design
 

VSC equipment specifications
 

transfer equipment specifications
 

vacuum drying system specifications
 

welding equipment specifications
 

double security fence
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intrusion detection system
 

surveillance cameras
 

operating procedures
 

technical manual
 

Milestones : 

Design input compilation, 6/29/95 

MPB design and analysis, 9/21/95 

Design shipping cask, 10/30/95 

Technical Requirements All work on the ISFSI Project will be performed in 

strict accordance with: 

Purchase Order NQ81106 

PGE Specification No. TD-06, Functional Requirements and Specifica

tions for an ISFSI 

SNC Proposal to PGE for the Supply of the Ventilated Storage Cask 

System for TNP 

Specific technical requirements include : 

all hardware for use with fuel assemblies should be compatible with both 

Westinghouse and B&W 17x17 fuel assemblies 

all hardware will meet NRC requirements 

the MPBs, MTCs, and any other hardware for use in contact with the 

spent fuel pool shall be designed such that fuel pool water chemistry will 

not be compromised 
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the ISFSI shall maintain a safe margin of subcriticality under all condi

tions required to be considered by the NRC 

the procedures and hardware shall be designed so that radiation exposure 

to workers will fall within all applicable regulatory requirements 

the casks and pad shall be able to withstand postulated seismic events 

without loss of security or subcriticality 

the casks shall be ventilated 

the casks shall be able to withstand complete water immersion without 

loss of subcriticality 

Limits and Exclusions : This project is only for the design of the ISFSI and its 

components. The project does not include construction. The project does 

not include landscaping design. The project does not include budget for IS

FSI maintenance and construction. The project does not encompass licensing 

activities although all designs must be fully licensable. The project does not 

include the training of personnel. 

The project does include any work which is necessary for the engineering design 

of the ISFSI. This may include design of building floor modifications and door 

enlargements among other physical modifications to the grounds and buildings 

if such modifications are later deemed necessary. Such provisions are necessary 

to ensure support of the overriding Trojan Nuclear Plant decommissioning 

plan, an aim of which is to decommission the spent fuel pool in a timely 

manner in order to eliminate operation and maintenance costs. 

Customer Definition : This project is to be performed by the engineering staff 

and contractors of Sierra Nuclear Corporation in support of the SNC contract 
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to build an ISFSI for Portland General Electric's Trojan Nuclear Plant. Thus, 

the immediate customer is the SNC ISFSI Project and the ultimate customer 

is PGE's Trojan Nuclear Plant. 

1.2.2. Time/Scope/Resource Assessment 

Time Scope Resources 

Constrain X 

Optimize X 

Accept X 

TABLE 1.1. ISFSI design project time/scope/resource assessment matrix. 

Table 1.1 illustrates the priorities to be followed when decisions need to 

be made during the project. The scope is given the highest priority of constrain 

because of the importance of quality in this project. Because this project is the 

engineering and design portion of a much larger project it is great importance that 

each task be performed correctly the first time. Any design error could jeopardize the 

profitability of the larger project by creating the need for redesign and possibly even 

remanufacture at some later date. It is the goal of this project to design the ISFSI to 

the highest standards possible with today's technology. Failure to do so could result 

in future licensing problems, especially considering the leading-edge nature of the 

overall project. During the project resources shall be optimized. Management has 

set the absolute latest acceptable finish date at January 31, 1996. The project was 

originally scheduled to finish on November 20, 1995. Due to the early position of 
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this project within the much larger ISFSI project management found this restriction 

necessary. So additional resources shall be used when deemed necessary to ending 

the project by January 31, 1996. 

1.2.3. Work Breakdown Structure and Network 

APPENDIX C gives the work breakdown structure for the project. Tasks 1 

and 35, Project Start and Project Completion, respectively, are simply conceptual 

and are included to make the network easier to work with. (In a complete project 

plan resources would be assigned to each task on the work breakdown structure.) 

Figure 1.1 gives the project network according to task number. The critical 

path is marked in bold. Tasks 1 and 35 are the project start and finish, respectively. 

These are used for conceptual purposes and have a duration of just one day each. 

While creating the project baseline a network chart with task start and finish dates 

and slack was used for the re-allocation of resources. This network, which lists only 

the task numbers, is only useful in showing the relationships between tasks and their 

predecessors. 
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FIGURE 1.1. Project network. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Introduction 

In order to justify the use of MCNP to model the neutronic behavior of the 

fuel assemblies and the spent fuel cask, it must first be shown that MCNP is gen

erally suited for these types of problems. A number of studies have demonstrated 

the applicability and accuracy of using MCNP in criticality calculations of systems 

similar to assemblies of low enriched uranium (LEU). Some of these have compared 

results from criticality experiments to answers produced by MCNP. Other studies 

have compared answers produced by MCNP to answers produced by other criticality 

codes, such as KENO, which have been previously benchmarked against experimen

tal results. 

The most fundamental comparisons involve results from criticality experi

ments with simple geometries and few materials. Examples would be a metal 235U 

sphere or two metal plates containing fissile material. More complex comparisons 

involve more complicated systems with different materials such as entire fuel pins 

or fuel assemblies. The uncertainty in experimental parameters generally prohibits 

code validation to better than about 1% in keff [3] 

Many experimental facilities have been shut down because of rising costs and 

time delays associated with criticality experiments [3]. This is making it increasingly 

difficult to create new experimental standards. At the same time, the nuclear indus

try is faced with a number of new processes which do not have supporting criticality 

experiment data. These include activities such as radioactive waste processing and 
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weapons dismantling [4]. Consequently, there has become an increased reliance on 

computational methods in the field of criticality safety [3]. This increased reliance on 

computational methods necessitates that criticality codes be benchmarked against 

other criticality codes, and not necessarily just against experimental data, because 

that data may not exist [3]. Modeling systems that have not been experimentally 

evaluated against two or more different codes may not assure the correct answer but 

it will provide more assurance of credibility [4]. The KENO Monte Carlo transport 

code is the criticality code included in the SCALE computational package [2]. It is 

the most widely used tool for criticality safety calculations and has been extensively 

benchmarked against analytical and experimental criticality results [3]. Other codes 

must be able to reproduce experimental results at least as well as KENO in order to 

be accepted as valid [3]. Studies have shown that there is generally enough agree

ment between KENO and MCNP to use one code as a verification of the result of the 

other when analyzing conventional processes involving enriched materials [4]. This 

project includes a comparison of results from KENO and MCNP for one particular 

system. 

One of the more critical parts of any computational nuclear code is the cross-

section library. Without an accurate cross-section library even the best code would 

be rendered useless. A lot of the work being done recently in the field of criticality 

safety involves the validation of new cross-section libraries (including updates to 

existing libraries). These often focus on the more important isotopes; those with 

the largest cross-sections. But as data for the more important isotopes becomes 

established, other research is beginning to focus on isotopes which contribute less 

to the reactivity of a system. The cross-section library used to produce the results 

in this paper was ENDF/B-VI, which is the latest library of the ENDF/B series. 
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Thus, the previous research reviewed in this section not only focuses on the overall 

performance of MCNP but also on the validity of MCNP in conjunction with the 

ENDF/B-VI cross-section library. 

2.2. Validation Study 1: RBMK Assemblies 

One complex benchmark of MCNP was performed at the Russian Research 

Center Kurchatov Institute with fuel assemblies from the Smolensk nuclear plant, 

Unit 3 [5]. The reactor is an RBMK which is a graphite moderated design. The 

assemblies consist of 18 rods, each arranged in two concentric circles. The inner 

circle contains 6 rods and the outer circle contains 12 rods. 

The multiplication factor of 11 different assemblies was measured. The 11 in

cluded various combinations of fuel enrichments, absorbers, control rods, and voids. 

All of the assemblies had keff values near 1.0 (0.9908 1.0026). The experimental 

error was 0.3% of keff. 

The effects of varying the cross-section library and the accuracy of geometry 

in the MCNP model were studied. There were six combinations of cross-section 

libraries used. These were ENDL90, ENDF/B-IV, ENDF/B-VI, ENDL90 with U238 

from ENDF/B-VI, ENDL90 with U238 and U235 from ENDF/B-VI, and ENDF/B

VI with C from ENDL90. The range of the calculated keff was more than 3% of 

the experimental keff among the six answers. The ENDF/B-VI library was the 

most positively deviant library with a calculated ken of 1.42% greater than the 

experimental value. However, this was determined to be largely due to the carbon 
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data. The combined library of ENDF/B-VI with carbon from ENDL90 produced 

the smallest deviance (+0.24%) of the six. The capture rate in carbon was found 

to be 5% higher in ENDL90 than in ENDF/B-VI. These results suggest that the 

ENDF/B-VI library would be well suited for a system containing little or no carbon. 

To study the effects of geometry, the researchers performed calculations with 

a simple model and then with a more precise model. The simple model included 

the dimensions traditionally thought of as important in a fuel element such as fuel, 

gap, and cladding diameters and pitch. Details added in the refined model of the 

in-core elements included Zircalloy plugs at the fuel pin ends, a Zircalloy spring re

gion in the lower reflector, realistic shapes of the Zircalloy tip and tail and the steel 

suspension of the fuel element, and axial regions without absorbing material in the 

control rods. These modifications changed the calculated keff only on the order of 

the statistical error which was 0.09%. This indicates that small details in the fuel 

pin geometry, such as those modeled here in the complex model, have virtually no 

effect on the value of the calculated keff. 

Overall, this study found MCNP able to provide high-quality criticality re

sults when used with pointwise ENDF/B cross-section tables. In general, the kef f 

calculated using the ENDF/B-VI tables were 1% above values for the ENDF/B-IV 

cross sections, with carbon and uranium causing the main differences. The exper

imenters concluded that MCNP is a powerful tool for RBMK-related steady-state 

criticality problems and that it could serve as an important instrument for checking 

macroscopic cross sections and codes assigned to the transient regime. 
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2.3. Validation Study 2: DOE Spent Nuclear Fuel
 

In a study conducted by Evans and Palmer [6] MCNP and SCALE were 

used to determine criticality in repository environments for the DOE Spent Nuclear 

Fuel Program. The researchers modeled highly enriched plate and hexagonal fuels 

in both tuff and salt environments. The tuff environment was modeled with water 

flooding and the salt environment with brine flooding. They concluded that MCNP 

and SCALE were applicable to highly enriched uranium (HEU) systems. 

2.4. Validation Study 3: PWR Fluence Calculations 

Something noted in the Behrens paper [5] was that there are instances where 

the principal eigenfunction (the neutron flux distribution) converges slowly in the 

Monte Carlo algorithm even if the principal eigenvalue (key) converges quickly. 

This is particularly true in large reactors, or spread out systems, where the flux is 

loosely coupled. Benchmarking MCNP against the flux distribution is an even more 

precise comparison than a benchmark against key. In an experiment to determ ine 

the applicability of using MCNP and THREEDANT to measure flux incident upon 

a PWR pressure vessel [7] it was found that there was good agreement between the 

codes yet both slightly underestimated the flux at the vessel as compared to the 

experimental results. 
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2.5. Validation Study 4: Cross-section libraries and Low Enriched Ura
nium Systems 

In an effort to benchmark the ENDF/B-VI cross-section library, Frank le 

and MacFarlane [8] compared results from MCNP calculations made with both 

ENDF/B-V and ENDF/B-VI to results obtained from experiment. The geometries 

examined included versions of Jezebel, Flattop, Godiva and others including four 

low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel assemblies. Results from ENDF/B-V were ex

amined because 52% of ENDF/B-VI datum are translations from ENDF /B-V. The 

researchers were not only interested in how well the ENDF/B-VI results compared 

to the experimental results, but also if those results represented an improvement 

over those obtained using the older cross-section library. The results for the four 

low enriched uranium (LEU) assemblies using ENDF/B-VI were consistently lower 

than those using ENDF/B-V as can be seen in Table 2.1. These results show that 

ENDF/B-VI is an improvement and that it matches experimental results well. 

assembly(enrichment) ENDF/B-V ENDF/B-VI 

LOW-1(10.9%) 1.024+/-0.0005 1.0006+/-0.0006 

LOW-2(12.32%) 1.041+/-0.0006 1.0019+/-0.0006 

LOW -3 (14.11 %) 1.022+/-0.0007 0.9984+/-0.0006 

LOW-4(16.01%) 1.042+/-0.0007 0.9997+/-0.0006 

TABLE 2.1. MCNP criticality benchmark results from Frankle and MacFarlane. 

http:LOW-4(16.01
http:LOW-2(12.32
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2.6. Validation Study 5: Variety of Critical Experiments
 

Iverson and Mosteller [9] did research comparing MCNP results with results 

from 27 different critical experiments. They concluded that using MCNP with the 

ENDF/B-VI cross section libraries produced values of ken in excellent agreement 

with the benchmarks, except for the case of a bare sphere of 233U. It was also found 

that relative to ENDF/B-V, ENDF/B-VI produces slightly poorer agreement with 

experiment for thermal uranium systems, including UO2 fuel pins in borated water. 

The calculated value of keff using ENDF/B-VI was 0.002 to 0.006 lower than the 

value calculated using ENDF/B-V because of differences in the thermal cross section 

for 233U. 

2.7. Validation Study 6: S(a03) for Thermal Systems 

Validation of the LLNL ENDL92 cross-section set and the ENDF/B-V set 

was performed by a group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [10]. This 

benchmarking was done using COG, a point-wise Monte Carlo code which solves 

the Boltzmann equation for the transport of neutrons and photons. This allows the 

resulting calculations to be as accurate as the point-wise cross-sectional data since 

no physics or computational approximations are used in COG. An MCNP model 

was benchmarked against an experimental, non-reflected 1.43% enriched uranium 

system. The MCNP model was run using both the S(a,f3) treatment and a free gas 

model. It was also run with both the ENDL92 and ENDF /B-V cross-section sets. 

In addition, two different keff estimators were compared: ken collision and keff 

absorption. The researchers found that MCNP yielded keff values about 5% low 

when the ENDL92 cross-sections were used. This was determined to be due to the 
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high Um capture resonance integral in ENDL92. They found that all the estimates 

calculated using MCNP and the ENDF/B-V cross-section set were in agreement 

with the experimental data except for the collision estimator key without S(a,() 

treatment which was about 2.5% low. 

2.8. Validation Study 7: Use of the S(a 03) Treatment and Poisoned Wall 
Modeling 

Mroz, Kidd, and Sentieri [11] reported on a feasibility study performed by 

Fluor Daniels to identify approaches to dry storage of spent nuclear fuel (SNF). One 

of the findings of this study had to do with the two options available in MCNP for 

the thermal neutron treatment for moderators. These two models are the free gas 

model and the S(a,0) model (also known as the bound nuclei model). The free gas 

model does not take into consideration the bound effects of the nuclei. That means 

that neutronic interactions with hydrogen atoms in a molecule are treated as if the 

hydrogen were not bound. The free gas model ignores any effect that the hydrogen-

oxygen bond in water might have upon the cross-sections of hydrogen. Mroz et. 

al. found that the free gas model is "the conservative choice for water moderated 

uranium systems" and that "the degree of conservatism can range from 1 to 10% in 

estimates of key, depending on geometry." 

The Mroz report [11] also examined the effects of modeling the steel basket 

wall of the Fuel Handling Unit (FHU) used with uranium fuel in a water submerged 

condition. They concluded that modeling the steel walls resulted in reductions in the 

estimated key with all examined configurations. This indicates that the inclusion 

of steel basket walls represents negative reactivity. Thus, modeling the walls as just 
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void space, filled by water, is a conservative measure when performing criticality 

calculations. 

2.9. Validation Study 8: S(a,#) and water systems 

In Erickson et. al. [12] it was said that, "If the S(a,#) treatment is not 

used for a body of water in an MCNP calculation, the user has effectively mod

eled a body of exceedingly dense hydrogen gas." They also found that the S(a,3) 

treatment improved results when benchmarking MCNP against experimental data, 

especially when large bodies of water are present. Without the S(a,#) treatment 

their results tended to be almost 20 milli-k above what was measured a s critical for 

the experiments. With the S(a,0) treatment, keff was reduced to below 1.0. Even 

though these results were no longer conservative, they were much more accurate 

than the cases not using the S(a,#) treatment. 

2.10. Validation Study 9: KENO and MCNP 

McKinney et. al. [3] employed the KENO 25-problem criticality test set to 

benchmark MCNP. The fissile materials used in these problems were uranium metal, 

uranium metal /uranyl nitrate solution, uranyl nitrate solution, and uranyl fluoride 

solution. The researchers used MCNP4.2 with ENDF/B-V data and the S(a,6) 

treatment for hydrogen in water and in paraffin. The experimenters were careful 

to ensure that the geometries, materials, and material densities were consistent be

tween the MCNP and KENO input files. Experimental results were available for 

19 of the systems. It was found that the average deviation from experiment was 
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0.2% of key for MCNP and 0.4% for KENO. It was also noted that inclusion of the 

S(a,f3) treatment clearly improves MCNP's agreement with experimental data. 

2.11. Validation Study 10: KENO and MCNP 

Harmon et. al. [4] ran twelve different problems on four criticality codes in

cluding KENO and MCNP. The researchers used the ENDF/B-V cross section data 

library and the S(a,13) treatment for hydrogen where appropriate in MCNP. They 

noted that using the S(a,/3) treatment for hydrogen changed the resulting key by 

as much as six percent but that the direction of these changes varied by problem. 

All of the results for KENO and MCNP were within two percent of one another and 

most were within one percent. 

2.12. Using burnup credit in criticality calculations 

In the past, anticipating prompt fuel reprocessing, it used to be that heat 

generation and radiation levels were the limiting factors in spent fuel storage and 

transportation cask design [13]. But with longer cooling and decay times in the 

spent fuel pool becoming normal practice criticality safety is now most often the 

limiting factor on cask design. Before, it was conservatively assumed that all fuel in 

a storage or transportation criticality problem is unirradiated. The fissile materials 

that are destroyed and neutron absorbers that are created were not considered be

cause of the non-limiting nature of cask criticality. 
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Now that criticality has become the limiting factor in most cask designs, this 

practice of not taking into account the fissile materials destroyed during reactor op

eration keeps an added margin of safety in the calculations at the expense of safety 

and economic effeciency. Not taking credit for fuel burnup (the "fresh fuel" assump

tion) leads to cask designs which are smaller than need be. This in turn leads to 

more fuel shipments and an increased risk of vehicular accident. Taking credit for 

burnup could double cask capacity [13]. Recent efforts have been made to study 

the accuracy of codes and cross section libraries to predict the isotopic inventory of 

used fuel assemblies so that the economic benefits of fuel burnup may be realized. 

Despite the obvious benefits, using burnup credit in the calculations per

formed for this report was deemed outside the scope of the project. This is both 

because of the near doubling of work that would be involved and because it is not 

necessary to demonstrate subcriticality in the Sierra Nuclear casks. These casks 

were designed conservatively with respect to criticality, and the fuel to be used in 

them is low enriched fuel. Furthermore, methods to calculate fuel burnup have not 

been validated to an acceptable degree considering the sensitivity and importance 

of criticality calculations. 

Nevertheless, it is instructive to include here a review of some of the work 

being done to validate methods for determining burnup credit. The work done in 

this project is completely compatible and complementary with using burnup credit. 

This project includes the calculation of ken based upon the conservative fresh fuel 

assumption. The multiplication factor could just as easily be calculated after taking 
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into account the effects of fuel burnup. This would remove most of the conserva

tiveness associated with the results. 

2.13. Validation Study 11: Burnup Credit 

There are some complications with accurately determining burnup credit. 

These include ensuring that the irradiation history of each element is unambigu

ously known; being able to calculate confidently the isotopic composition of the 

irradiated fuel; providing adequate nuclear data for the criticality calculations in

volving fission products and higher actinides present in irradiated fuel; and designing 

and implementing administrative controls to ensure that storage and transportation 

casks are not misloaded [14]. Smith and Watmough documented some of the work 

that has gone into accurately calculating the isotopic composition of irradiated fuel. 

They suggest that there are two calculational routes available. One route involves a 

point reactor model such as FISPIN and ORIGEN. The other route is via a reactor 

lattice code like WIMS or CASMO. It has been determined that the better of these 

two routes is the former. Reactor lattice codes are not intended for the accurate 

prediction of fuel inventories, except for those isotopes that significantly affect the 

neutron flux levels. Therefore, Smith and Watmough chose to investigate the UK 

point reactor code FISPIN. They used MONK6 for the criticality calculations. 

The researchers at first limited the study to isotopes of U and Pu (234U, 235U, 

236U, 238u, 238pu, 239pu, 240pu, 241pu, 242Pu) u) and did not consider fission products. 

They also assumed that the fuel rods had zero cooling time which is a conservative 

assumption. They found was that FISPIN was accurate for fuel inventory to within 
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5% for the U and Pu isotopes. Just taking into account fissile depletion produced 

a significant reactivity savings. Further investigation found that FISPIN was less 

accurate in predicting fuel inventory of fission products and higher actinides than it 

was for the U and Pu isotopes. 

2.14. Validation Study 12: Isotopic Depletion Models 

Brady and Sanders [13] have investigated efforts made toward validating a 

methodology for determining isotopic composition of spent fuel. They recognized 

that there are very few experimental results from spent fuel critical experiments 

available for comparison. Both chemical analysis of spent fuel and reactor re-start 

criticals may be used to produce experimental data for validation of a burnup credit 

prediction model. In order to predict isotopic inventory of spent fuel they evalu

ated the performance of two computational systems: CELL2/PDQ and the SCALE 

isotopic prediction model, SAS2H/ORIGEN-S. They found that SAS2H/ORIGEN

S gives calculated ken values that are 1 to 1.5% lower than those achieved using 

CELL2/PDQ isotopics. 

2.15. Validation Study 13: Concrete Composition 

There has been some work done recently to determine the effect of concrete 

composition on criticality. Concrete can potentially have a large effect on the criti

cality of a system because it is widely used as a shielding material. There are many 

variances in the composition of concrete and there is not always much attention 
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paid to the effect that its specific composition may have on criticality safety. Mix

ing concrete for the outer container may seem trivial, but recent research shows 

that the amount of water mixed into concrete can have a very significant effect on 

the criticality of a spent fuel storage or transportation system [15] [16]. It has been 

found that while the Ak/Amg/cm3 is about -4.28x10-4 for water, it is only between 

-8.6x10-6 and 5.12x10-5 for all other common ingredients of concrete. The same 

trend was determined to exist for hydrogen in contrast to other isotopes, including 

oxygen. Hydrogen has a much larger affect on reactivity than do other isotopes 

found in concrete. This means that drier mixtures of concrete are more effective 

reflectors. The key of a system which is surrounded by concrete will be higher with 

drier concrete. This introduces a potential source of error for criticality calculations 

on systems which use concrete as a reflector. As the concrete dries with age it raises 

the keff of the system. It is said that the concrete becomes more reactive. A system 

that is subcritical when built has the potential of becoming critical at a later date. 

2.16. Other Criticality Code User Interfaces 

One of the goals of this project is provide an easy-to-use interface for en

gineers who lack specific knowledge of how to set up an input deck for MCNP. 

There are in existence some other interfaces which serve to make some capabili

ties of complex codes available to users without code specific training. One is the 

NUCRIT/Y-12 program which was developed as an extension of the NUCRIT pack

age under the sponsorship of Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant to automate criticality analysis 

of regular-geometry transportation and storage units containing fissile material [17]. 

NUCRIT/Y-12 is PC-based. It produces input decks and executes problems simul
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taneously on the Monte Carlo criticality codes MCNP and KENO (in the SCALE 

package). Users have a choice of a number of geometries including concentric cylin

ders, concentric spheres, and several combinations of spheres and cylinders. There 

is a list of materials and the user can input the desired density for each. One very 

useful feature of the NUCRIT/Y-12 package is the ability to find the safe center-to

center distance required between fuel arrays. The NUCRIT/Y-12 package also has 

the option of performing "hand calculations." Regulatory rules and guidelines have 

also been incorporated into the program for user reference. 

Other criticality program interfaces include OFFSCALE, which is a very 

generalized input preparation program for the material processor of SCALE [17]. 

SABRINATM is a program that works in the opposite manner of NUCRIT/Y-12. 

SABRINATM reads an MCNP input deck and produces a picture of the geometry. 

NUCRIT/Y-12 produces an input file for the selected visual image of the geometry. 

JustineTM is such a generalized MCNP input deck preparation tool that it requires 

fairly in-depth knowledge of MCNP and monte carlo techniques. 

2.17. Validation Study 14: Use of KENO with LWR Fuel Assembly Ar
rays 

KENO has been benchmarked against 30 critical experiments for use in crit

icality analysis of metal storage and transportation casks by Nuclear Assurance 

Corporation (NAC) [18]. All of these experiments involved low-enriched UO2 fuel 

assemblies (between 2.45 and 4.31 weight percent 235U). The experiments covered a 

variety of poison sheet characteristics, shielding materials, and geometries that are 

typical of LWR fuel in a cask. These experiments demonstrated that keff for LWR 
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fuel assemblies is inversely proportional to the distance between the assembly and 

the metal walls of the container. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF ISFSI FACILITY
 

The ISFSI facility consists of a concrete storage pad, a cask haul road, an air 

pad transportation system, a transfer cask, and 36 Ventilated Storage Casks (VSCs). 

The VSCs are referred to generically as "casks." Each VSC can be loaded with up 

to 24 fuel assemblies and fuel debris canisters. After being loaded and sealed each 

cask is transported to the concrete storage pad using the air pad system and the 

cask haul road. The 36 loaded VSCs will sit upright on the concrete storage pad 

which is located within Trojan's protected area. Figure 3.1 shows the arrangement 

of the 36 casks on the storage pad. This arrangement has been designed and tested 

to ensure subcriticality for a number of accident scenarios including seismic activity. 

The casks are to remain on the pad until shipment offsite. 

The Ventilated Storage Cask (VSC) is composed of a Multi-Purpose Basket 

(MPB) and a Ventilated Concrete Cask (VCC). These are concentric cylinders with 

the concrete cask surrounding the basket. Figure 3.2 shows a side cut-away view 

of the cask with its two parts. Each cask has an outer diameter of 345.44 cm 

and is 537.21 cm tall. Each MPB has an outer diameter of 166.6748 cm and is 

460.502 cm tall. The casks are stored in an upright position on the concrete pad. 

The dimensions were taken from design drawings and converted from inches to 

centimeters for use in MCNP. Conversions were rounded to the fourth decimal place 

for cask dimensions and to the fifth decimal place for the more crucial dimensions 

of the fuel fuel assemblies. 

Each MPB has 24 cells within its 3/4 inch thick steel cylindrical shell. Each 

cell can contain either one fuel assembly or one fuel debris canister. A fuel debris 
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FIGURE 3.1. Storage cask arrangement at Trojan. 

canister contains pieces of fuel cladding and fuel pellets from rods ruptured during 

operation of the plant. Each fuel debris canister is loaded with not more than one 

assembly worth of material. That is, each fuel debris canister contains less fissile 

material than is found is any one 17 by 17 fuel rod assembly. Figure 3.3 shows the 

cross-section of an empty MPB with its cell walls. 
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Ventilated Concrete Cask (VCC) 
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Vulti-Purpose Basket (N/PB) 

FIGURE 3.2. Side cut-away view of a Ventilated Storage Cask (VSC). 

The cells in the MPBs are arranged so that there are four symmetric quad

rants in each cask. Each one-quarter of the cask has 6 cells. Most cell walls are 1/4 

inch thick steel. The cells have 0.118 inch thick BoralTM plates mounted on some 

of their inner walls for neutron absorption. Figure 3.4 shows the location of these 

BoralTM plates in one quadrant of the cask. Each BoralTM plate is held in place by 

four L-shaped clips; one on each edge. 
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FIGURE 3.3. Cross-section of an empty Multi-Purpose Basket (MPB). 

Table 3.1 shows the material composition of the VCC, MPB, and fuel assem

bly components. All of the metal components except the fuel cladding are made of 

stainless steel (SS) alloys. The fuel cladding is Zircalloy-4 and the Ventilated Con

crete Cask (VCC) is made of concrete with rebar enforcement. Bora1TM is made 

of a boron carbide core sandwiched between two sheets of aluminum for structural 

strength. The BoralTM is modeled as a homogeneous slab of boron carbide and 
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FIGURE 3.4. Location of BoralTM sheets in one quadrant of the cask. 

aluminum. It is a trademark material of Brooks and Perkins, Inc. The BoralTM 

used in this design has a 1°B areal density of 0.035 g/cm2 [19] [20]. 
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Component 

Fuel 

Gap 

Cladding 

Bora1TM plates 

Basket walls 

MPB shell 

VCC body 

Structural lid assembly 

Shield lid assembly 

Top and Bottom fuel assembly nozzles 

Material
 

UO2
 

Helium
 

Zircalloy-4
 

BoralTM
 

A-516 (SS)
 

SS304L
 

concrete with rebar
 

SS304
 

SS304
 

SS304
 

Density (g /cm3) 

7.86 

0.000163 

6.51 

2.66 

7.86 

7.9 

2.25 

7.9 

7.9 

7.9 

TABLE 3.1. Material composition of various cask components. 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING USING MCNP
 

4.1. Geometry of fuel assemblies 

The MCNP model of the spent fuel cask was created with great accuracy 

in dimensions. All dimensions in the cask were converted from inches (as given on 

the construction drawings) to centimeters for input into MCNP with dimensions 

rounded to the nearest one-thousandth centimeter. 

Individual fuel pellets were not modeled. The fuel in each fuel rod was mod

eled as a continuous cylinder of UO2 measuring 365.76 cm in length and 0.39751 

cm in radius. Actual fuel pellets have dished ends. Ignoring this detail results in a 

model with more fuel material than an actual column of fuel pellets. This results 

in a slightly conservative model. The small amount of extra fissile material should 

result in a slightly higher computed value of keff. 

The gap between the fuel and fuel cladding was modeled with helium gas at 

a density of 0.000163 g/cm3. The gap region includes the spring area at the top of 

each pin. It was thought that modeling the spring would be unduly difficult and 

would have a negligible affect on keff. The fuel column sits directly on the bottom 

of the cladding. Figure 4.1 is an engineering drawing of a fuel pin. Figure 4.3 and 

Figure 4.2 show the geometry of the fuel pin model. 

The fuel cladding was modeled as a cylinder tightly fitting around the gap 

and the bottom of the fuel. There are no details modeled into the ends of the 

cladding. The top and bottom ends of the cladding abut the top and bottom fuel 
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FIGURE 4.1. Fuel pin cross-section. 

assembly nozzles, respectively. All fuel pin components were modeled using their 

cold, unirradiated dimensions. 

The top and bottom nozzle of each fuel assembly are modeled as solid steel 

cuboids. Their actual geometry, shown in Figure 4.4, is highly complex and varies 

both with the assembly manufacturer and the in-core position of the assembly. The 

simplified geometry of the model is shown in Figure 4.5. In this figure the lines 

between each fuel rod have only to do with the geometric modeling and do not 

represent physical structures. The horizontal rectangular areas on top and bottom 

are the top and bottom nozzles, respectively. The gap above the fuel column is the 

spring area. The gap between the fuel column and fuel cladding is not visible in 

this figure. Modeling the nozzles as solid masses is a slightly conservative measure. 

Objects located at the ends of fuel assemblies generally have little effect on key. If 

the effect of making the nozzles more dense is measurable, it is expected that key 

will be greater due to increased reflection of neutrons back toward the fuel rods. 

Each cask contains positions for 24 fuel assemblies. Each fuel assembly can 

be modeled with any fuel enrichment desired. All fuel rods in each assembly have 

the same enrichment. This is both for ease of modeling and because individual fuel 
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Cladding 

FIGURE 4.2. Fuel pin model cross-section. 
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Fuel IS Cladding Gap 

FIGURE 4.3. Fuel pin model geometry (not to scale). 

rod enrichments are not known from manufacturer data. PWR assemblies are typ

ically created with equal enrichment in all rods. 

4.2. Geometry of the spent fuel cask 

The cylindrical shell of the Multi-Purpose Basket is modeled exactly, and is 

460.502 cm tall and 166.6748 cm in diameter. The structural lid assembly (top-most 

lid) and the shield lid assembly (just below the structural lid assembly) are modeled 

as disks inside the MPB's shell. 

The air vent in the shield lid assembly was not modeled. This should have no 

perceptible effect on keff. The air vent was designed so that no line-of-sight exists 

between the inside and outside of the cask. This design consideration is primarily 

for shielding and changes the number and direction of reflected neutrons only very 

slightly from what they would be if there were no vent. Also, the vent is located at 

the top end of the fuel assemblies. This makes modeling the air vent unnecessary. 

Thus, the shield lid assembly was modeled as a solid disk 20.32 cm thick. 
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FIGURE 4.4. Fuel assembly. 

Because of the way the BoralTM plates are clipped to the walls of the cask 

cells, they do not cover the corners of the cells. For ease of modeling, the corners 

were neglected and the BoralTM plates overlap in the cell corners. The amount of 

BoralTM added in the model is very small and should not affect the results to any 

measurable degree. Figure 4.6 shows one cell assembly with BoralTM plates on all 

four corners as in a real cask. Those corners are filled with BoralTM in the model. 
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FIGURE 4.5. Fuel assembly model cross-section (not to scale). 
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FIGURE 4.6. Geometry of BoralTM plates in an actual cask cell. 

The steel support beams located between cask quadrants were not modeled. 

The geometry of the Multi-Purpose Basket is shown in Figure 4.7 and can be con

trasted with the engineering drawing of the basket in Figure 3.3. This simplification 

should have a small conservative effect as the steel would shield only a small number 

of neutrons. 
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The VCC was modeled as a concentric cylinder of concrete around the MPB 

as shown in Figure 3.2. The presence of rebar in the VCC was neglected because it 

should have a negligible effect on the calculated multiplication factor. 

Suftwoworaararmorroor 

a
 

FIGURE 4.7. Cross-section of an empty cask. 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1. Benchmark 

The goal of these MCNP calculations was to calculate the actual keff in each 

cask without being overly conservative. Previous criticality calculations performed 

by the staff at Sierra Nuclear Corporation were based on very conservative mea

sures including the assumptions of a fully loaded cask of 4.2% enriched fuel and of 

no Bora1TM plates in the cask. 

5.1.1. Assembly k vs. CASMO 

Assembly k vs. CASMO The MCNP model of the assembly was benchmarked 

against CASMO-3 [21] using a 3% enriched, 17 by 17 fuel assembly. CASMO-3 is an 

assembly and/or pin-cell neutron transport code which uses a collision probability 

technique to solve the integral form of the neutron transport equation. That is to 

say, CASMO-3 finds kinf. . It was used in this case to determine kinf for an array of 

17 by 17 fuel assemblies. It is a very robust code and has been an industry standard 

for years. 

To calculate kinf using MCNP a single assembly was transformed into an 

infinite array of assemblies by using a periodic boundary condition on each of the 

four sides of the assembly. This boundary condition reflects neutrons back into 

the assembly in such a way that an infinite array is perfectly modeled. Because 

CASMO-3 performs calculations in only two dimensions the assembly is modeled in 
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MCNP as being infinitely tall. Input decks for both codes were created with fuel, 

gap, and cladding diameters of 0.79502 cm, 0.82804 cm, and 0.84996 cm respectively. 

Each was given a pitch of 1.25984 cm. The CASMO-3 input deck modeled the fuel 

gap as air and the MCNP input deck modeled the gap as a void. This should not 

produce any measurable differences. Table 5.1 shows the results for the MCNP and 

CASMO-3 models. 

Code kin f Standard Deviation 

CASMO-3 1.37789 not applicable 

MCNP 1.38460 0.00119 

TABLE 5.1. Comparison of MCNP and CASMO-3. 

5.1.2. Uniform Basket Benchmark vs. KENO 

Uniform Basket Benchmark vs. KENO Criticality calculations were previ

ously done by personnel at Sierra Nuclear Corporation (SNC) for the Trojan ISFSI 

project using the Monte Carlo code KENO [1]. Running the KENO input deck 

created by the SNC personnel produced a multiplication factor of keff = 0.3851 +/

0.0009 for the entire cask loaded with 4.2% enriched fuel. This case was modeled 

with no Bora1TM in the cask and with the cask back-filled with helium. 

An MCNP input deck was prepared with 4.2% enriched fuel, no Bora1TM, 

and a helium back-fill to match the conditions in the KENO case. This yielded a 
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result of ken = 0.38048 +/- 0.00159. 

It was then noticed that the two input decks contained fundamental differ

ences in geometric dimensions. The KENO input deck contained a slightly larger 

pitch than the MCNP input deck. The pitch is the center to center distance be

tween fuel rods in a fuel assembly. The pitch values are given in Table 5.2. The 

outer diameter of the fuel cladding was consistent between the two input decks. 

This dimension is also given in Table 5.2. 

Blueprints of the fuel assemblies list the maximum square envelope which the 

17 by 17 array of fuel assemblies shall be allowed to occupy as 21.9583 cm (8.645 

inches). This means that the fuel assemblies will not be bigger than 21.9583 cm 

across at any point so that they will be able to fit through a square area that is 

21.9583 cm on each side. Calculating the width of a 17 by 17 fuel assembly using the 

numbers found in the KENO input deck yields 21.9075 cm (8.625 inches). Doing the 

same for the numbers in the MCNP input deck gives 21.1074 cm (8.31 inches). The 

smallest square envelope dimension found on any of the fuel assembly drawings is 

20.8407 cm (8.205 inches). Thus, although the geometry in the KENO and MCNP 

input decks are not exactly the same, each set of dimensions is valid within the 

constraints given in the engineering drawings. 

Nevertheless, in order to properly compare the results of the two codes to one 

another their geometries must be as similar as possible. The KENO input deck was 

revised with the pitch changed to match the pitch used in the MCNP input deck 

(1.25984 cm). This KENO case yielded a multiplication factor of ken = 0.3865 

+/- 0.0010. The decreased pitch resulted in an increase in criticality as would be 
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Input deck Pitch Cladding Outer Diameter Calculated Envelope 

KENO 1.3181 cm 0.9500 cm 21.9075 cm 

MCNP 1.25984 cm 0.94996 cm 21.1074 cm 

TABLE 5.2. Dimensions of KENO and MCNP models before alteration. 

expected. 

After both codes' input decks had the same pitch (1.25984 cm), the same fill 

material (helium), and no BoralTM plates, further differences between the MCNP 

and KENO input decks were eliminated by changing values in the MCNP input 

deck to those found in the KENO input deck. Table 5.3 shows the changes made 

to the fuel pin geometry in one iteration and the resulting kw. The difference in 

these is more than 2% of keff. 

The final iteration changed the composition of the concrete used in the Venti

lated Concrete Cask to the exact composition used in the KENO deck. As is known 

from References [15] and [16], the water content (more specifically the hydrogen 

content) in a concrete reflector is mostly responsible for determining the reactivity 

"worth" of a concrete shield. The "worth" refers to how much the concrete affects 

keff for a given system. The Ventilated Concrete Cask is considered to be a neutron 

shield, as opposed to being a neutron moderator, because it lies entirely outside the 

fuel region of the cask and does not lie between any two fuel assemblies. It is known 

that a concrete shield reflects more neutrons back toward their source as the con
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Parameter Original Value Changed To 

Fuel Diameter 0.79502 cm 0.8192 cm 

Gap Diameter 0.82804 cm 0.8356 cm 

Cladding Outer Diameter 0.94996 cm 0.9500 cm 

kef f 0.38048 0.39240 

standard deviation 0.00159 0.00159 

TABLE 5.3. Effects of geometry on keff. 

crete dries. This is to say that the reactivity worth of the concrete is proportional to 

drying time. Thus, keff of the cask will increase with time as the concrete becomes 

drier. Concrete continues to dry for many months after it has set. 

No documentation could be found to indicate the actual composition of the 

concrete cask. It is not uncommon for concrete to be used with only a rough idea 

of its isotopic composition. The composition used in the KENO input deck was a 

generic concrete composition that is built into that code's input options. One of 

the generic concrete compositions was chosen for use in the MCNP input deck. The 

composition of these two are given in Table 5.4. As can be seen, they are fairly 

similar. Both materials were assigned a density of 2.25 g/cm3 which is the listed 

density for the concrete used in the MCNP input deck. 

The MCNP input deck was changed so that the concrete composition was 

the same as that found in the KENO input deck. This change had a noticeable 
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effect. The value of keff was lowered from 0.39240 with the MCNP concrete com

position to 0.38174 with the KENO concrete composition. This agrees with the 

established inverse proportionality between hydrogen content and concrete shield 

reactivity. Changing the concrete composition in this way (from 0 weight percent 

hydrogen to 1 weight percent hydrogen) is comparable to making the concrete wet

ter. Wetter concrete represents less reactivity than drier concrete when the concrete 

is a shield. 

Element KENO MCNP 

oxygen 0.532 0.51260 

silicon 0.337 0.36036 

calcium 0.044 0.05791 

aluminum 0.034 0.03555 

sodium 0.029 0.1527 

iron 0.014 0.01378 

hydrogen 0.01 none 

TABLE 5.4. Concrete compositions in KENO and MCNP models. 

Thus, with as many material composition and geometrical variables elimi

nated as possible, MCNP was compared to KENO. These final results are given in 

Table 5.5. This shows agreement to within 1% of ken. 
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Code kef f Standard Deviation 

KENO 0.37972 0.00122 

MCNP 0.38174 0.00199 

TABLE 5.5. Comparison of KENO and MCNP. 

5.2. Specific cask loading pattern results 

This section gives the calculated key for each cask with fuel pin and as

sembly geometries as given for MCNP in Table 5.3 and the concrete composition 

given for MCNP in Table 5.4. The calculations were performed using MCNP4.b on 

Hewlett Packard UNIX workstations. Each of the MCNP runs included 200 neutron 

generations with 1000 neutrons generated per generation. Twenty neutron genera

tions were skipped before statistical tallying was started. Each run met statistical 

acceptability criteria set forth for MCNP criticality calculations in references [22] 

and [23]. 

Of the 36 casks in the ISFSI, 34 are to contain fuel assemblies. Casks W12 

and W13 are reserved for Greater Than Class 'C' (GTCC) waste and will hold no 

fuel assemblies. The loading patterns for the 34 fuel assembly containing casks were 

determined on the basis of limiting the heat load for each cask. The final loading 

pattern and heat load calculations are given in Trojan ISFSI Basket Heat Load Cal

culation, reference [24]. Six of the 34 fuel assembly containing casks are designated 

to hold only 20 fuel assemblies. In these six, the four corner cells will be left empty. 
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The four corner cells are B2, B5, E2, and E5. The arrangement of the 24 cells is 

shown in Figure 5.1. 

FIGURE 5.1. Cell labeling. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the result of the Sierra Nuclear KENO 

input deck was keff = 0.3851 +1- 0.0009 with a helium backfill and the conservative 

assumption of 4.2% enriched fuel. The results reported here were obtained using 

MCNP with the presence of all BoralTM plates and the actual initial fuel enrich
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ment of each assembly. The conservative estimate of "fresh fuel" was necessary only 

because the specific "end of life" composition of each fuel rod was not available. 

Calculations to compute these compositions are possible [15] [16] but are outside 

the scope of this project. 

Each cask was run for a "normal condition" case and for a "flooded cask" 

case. The difference between these two cases is the fill material. Under normal 

conditions, the casks are filled with helium. In a flooded condition the cask is filled 

with water. The flooded scenario is the standard worst-case-scenario considered 

in criticality calculations because of the excellent moderating capability of water 

combined with PWR fuel and because transportation accidents could conceivably 

result in a cask being flooded. The flooded cask scenario is considered bounding. 

The generally accepted margin of safety requires that keff plus all of the statistical 

and computational uncertainties be kept under 0.95. 

Table 5.6 gives the results for the 34 helium filled casks and Table 5.7 con

tains the multiplication factors for the water flooded cases. 

5.3. World Wide Web based MCNP interface 

In addition to running MCNP for the 34 cask final loading patterns, a world 

wide web (or just "web") interface was designed to allow engineers at Trojan to run 

cases with other loading patterns. The basic requirement of the interface was that 

it allow engineers with no experience with MCNP to run different cases of their 

choosing and obtain results. The reason for this is one of time and necessity. The 

engineers at Trojan requested the ability to explore different loading patterns but 
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Cask ken Std. Dev. Cask ken Std. Dev. 

Ell 0.28319 0.00063 E36 0.26330 0.00057 

E12 0.27340 0.00058 W11 0.27333 0.00060 

E13 0.27519 0.00064 W14 0.24654 0.00054 

E14 0.27133 0.00062 W15 0.23760 0.00048 

E15 0.27328 0.00061 W16 0.26521 0.00061 

E16 0.25839 0.00060 W21 0.26980 0.00061 

E21 0.27568 0.00062 W22 0.24563 0.00051 

E22 0.27510 0.00061 W23 0.23407 0.00050 

E23 0.27531 0.00063 W24 0.27983 0.00063 

E24 0.27569 0.00063 W25 0.27685 0.00064 

E25 0.24324 0.00058 W26 0.26222 0.00052 

E26 0.26978 0.00059 W31 0.25661 0.00061 

E31 0.27713 0.00054 W32 0.26084 0.00061 

E32 0.28523 0.00062 W33 0.26157 0.00057 

E33 0.28331 0.00065 W34 0.25083 0.00061 

E34 0.27514 0.00060 W35 0.24817 0.00059 

E35 0.24943 0.00056 W36 0.24673 0.00060 

TABLE 5.6. MCNP results for a cask with helium back-fill. 
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Cask ken Std. Dev. Cask /cell Std. Dev. 

Ell 0.75106 0.00177 E36 0.71951 0.00186 

E12 0.74127 0.00174 W11 0.73677 0.00183 

E13 0.73723 0.00178 W14 0.73849 0.00199 

E14 0.72888 0.00178 W15 0.72325 0.00177 

E15 0.74101 0.00164 W16 0.72558 0.00160 

E16 0.71099 0.00164 W21 0.72932 0.00173 

E21 0.73881 0.00164 W22 0.73674 0.00165 

E22 0.74147 0.00161 W23 0.71212 0.00184 

E23 0.74212 0.00172 W24 0.75223 0.00183 

E24 0.73755 0.00185 W25 0.75325 0.00170 

E25 0.73009 0.00178 W26 0.71837 0.00170 

E26 0.72974 0.00172 W31 0.70330 0.00170 

E31 0.74561 0.00190 W32 0.71339 0.00170 

E32 0.75772 0.00176 W33 0.71570 0.00170 

E33 0.75851 0.00175 W34 0.69631 0.00156 

E34 0.74091 0.00186 W35 0.69402 0.00147 

E35 0.74341 0.00161 W36 0.68230 0.00169 

TABLE 5.7. MCNP results for a cask with water flooding. 
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do not have experience running MCNP. So rather than spend a lot of time learning 

the details of the program they wanted an interface that would allow them to run 

the program while selecting the loading pattern. 

The interface is comprised of three parts: a web page, a Perl script, and an 

MCNP input file. The web page is a simple HTML form arranged like the 24 cells 

in the cask and is shown in Figure 5.2. HTML stands for Hyper-Text Mark-Up 

Language and is the predominate language for creating web pages. The user needs 

to type the alphanumeric assembly number into each cell and enter some simple run 

command variables. Each assembly will be placed in the cell that was chosen by the 

user. The run command variables include the total number of neutron generations, 

number of neutron generations to run before counting statistics, number of neutrons 

per generation, initial guess for ken, and MCNP input filename. Clicking on the 

submit button will initiate the Perl script. 

Perl is a computer programming language that stands for Practical Extrac

tion and Report Language [25]. It is a useful language for taking information from 

web page forms and for executing UNIX commands. The Perl program written for 

this project does the following: it takes the values entered by the user on the web 

page and uses them to "fill in the blanks" of an otherwise complete MCNP input 

deck model of a cask. It then executes MCNP and waits for the program to finish. 

The MCNP output file is then scanned for the answers (keff and some other useful 

values) which are then written in HTML format so they can be viewed by the user on 

the web. The time involved in running MCNP depends on the number of neutrons 

and neutron generations being run and the overall load on that particular computer 
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MCNP input deck is executed 

---..-DPerl script searches the MCNP 
output file for the answers 

The answers are printed to the output web page 

FIGURE 5.3. Flowchart of the web-based interface. 
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from other uses. The basic steps in the Perl script are illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

The Perl script is included in APPENDIX A. Explaining the purpose of each 

subroutine provides a good overview of its parts. The first subroutine parses the 

input that comes from the web page and assigns each piece of information a vari

able name. Parsing is just a way to clean-up the information so that no extraneous 

spaces or end-of-line characters are incorporated into the variables. 

The second subroutine creates name-value pairs that can be searched. It 

does this by reading a list of assembly identification numbers and their correspond

ing initial enrichments. This comma delimited list was created using data from 

Trojan engineers [1] and includes every assembly that was ever used at Trojan and 

its initial enrichment. 

The third subroutine takes the assembly identification numbers that were in

put by the user and searches the name-value listing for a match. The corresponding 

enrichment is taken from this list. A section of the MCNP input code is then writ

ten using the enrichments for the 24 (or 20 if the corner cells are to be left empty) 

assemblies. 

The next subroutine constructs the MCNP input deck in its entirety. All 

of the geometry is constant for the problems. The input file was separated into a 

few pieces to allow for the inclusion of the information from subroutine three to be 

included. In this subroutine the run command variables are also written into the 

MCNP input deck. The MCNP input deck for this run has been created when this 
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subroutine is finished. 

The next subroutine tells the computer to execute the MCNP input deck that 

was just created. When this is done, the subsequent subroutine searches through 

the resulting output file and picks out the values which are to be the web-displayed 

output. The last three subroutines write these output values in HTML format so 

that the user may view them on the web. 

Because of the way in which the MCNP input deck is arranged it was found 

to be much easier to create two different web pages; one for running cases with 24 

fuel assemblies and one for running cases with no assemblies in each of the four cor

ner cells (the blank corner case). To incorporate the ability to choose any number of 

blank cells would have greatly increased the amount and difficulty of Perl scripting 

needed. It was decided that this capability was beyond the scope of this project; 

especially since all the 34 final loading patterns have either 24 or 20 assemblies per 

cask with only the corner cells being left empty. The web page for running blank 

corner cases looks just like the other input page except that there are no corner cells 

in which to enter assembly identification numbers. 

The input pages do have the capability of running both the helium filled and 

water filled cases at the same time. This will require more CPU time. Thus, the 

results will take longer to obtain. The names of the files created from the web page 

need to different. Each can be only four characters long. 
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6. CONCLUSION
 

6.1. Summary of Results 

A model of the Sierra Nuclear Corporation (SNC) Dry TranstorTM Basket 

and the surrounding Ventilated Concrete Cask was created using MCNP version 4b. 

A web-based interface was created to allow users to create MCNP input files describ

ing either 20 or 24 Trojan Nuclear Plant spent fuel assemblies in a cask. Values of 

key have been calculated for the 34 assembly-only cask loading patterns that were 

chosen by SNC engineers based on heat generation characteristics of the individual 

fuel assemblies. These calculations were performed using the ENDF/B-VI cross sec

tion library. Values were calculated for the designed configuration of helium backfill 

and for the worst-case scenario of water flooding. These results are shown in Tables 

5.7 and 5.6. The results for ke ff with a helium backfill range from 0.23407 for cask 

W23 and 0.28523 for cask E32. The results for key assuming water flooding range 

from 0.68230 for cask W36 and 0.75851 for cask E33. Including calculational error 

and bias these results are all well below the regulatory limit of 0.95. 

The validity of the using MCNP for this problem was established by a review 

of previous research and by comparison of MCNP results with those from CASMO 

and KENO. Using the fuel assembly model created for this problem produced re

sults within 1% kinf as compared to CASMO (Table 5.1). The results for MCNP 

were conservative. Using closely matched geometry, materials, and fuel enrichments 

produced results for key well within 1% of those obtained using the KENO input 

deck created by engineers at SNC (Table 5.5). 
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6.2. Discussion of Assumptions and Limitations of the Model
 

The exact concrete composition used for the ISFSI facility is not known. 

As was found in the literature review and confirmed for this problem geometry in 

section 5.1.2, the reactivity of a concrete shield is inversely proportional with the 

amount of hydrogen in the concrete. Thus, using the concrete composition given 

for MCNP in table (reference table 5.4) is as conservative as can be in regard to 

the hydrogen content of the concrete. The concrete used in this report was modeled 

with no hydrogen content. Thus, the concrete was modeled as being as reactive as 

possible. 

The fuel was modeled as fresh fuel. There is much research being done to 

investigate the use of burn-up credit in criticality calculations. There are many 

unresolved issues relating both to determining spent fuel isotopic inventory and to 

obtaining accurate cross section data for those isotopes not traditionally considered 

in criticality calculations. Because of these issues, it was decided that it would not 

be worthwhile to attempt to model spent fuel. Thus, the fresh-fuel assumption was 

used. Most of the conservativeness associated with the results obtained in this study 

are due to the fresh-fuel assumption. 

6.3. Suggestions for Further Work 

The model created in this project contained a few conservative features that 

could be removed to create more accurate results. By far the biggest conservative 

measure was the use of the fresh-fuel assumption. As was mentioned previously, 

there is not much accuracy with current methods of predicting isotopic inventory. 
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There are also many isotopes with small cross-sections for which only very rough 

cross-sectional data has been compiled. This makes including such isotopes in crit

icality calculations difficult. The use of burn-up credit offers tremendous economic 

and safety related advantages. The work done in this report is not exclusive to using 

burn-up credit. Use of an accurate burn-up model would produce far less conserva

tive results. 

Perhaps the second most significant improvement to this model would be the 

inclusion of the exact concrete composition; particularly the amount of hydrogen 

in the concrete when it is completely dry. This would involve only changing the 

concrete composition card in the MCNP input file. As demonstrated in the report, 

the amount of hydrogen present in the concrete of the VCC could easily affect the 

calculated value of key by 3-4%. This is an easy issue to correct from the stand

point of code input but may be much more difficult issue from the standpoint of 

construction. 

Another improvement to this model would be the inclusion of the structural 

beams in the basket. As the literature review indicated, not modeling such steel is 

conservative. The beams were determined to be too difficult to model geometrically. 

This is especially considering that they are made of steel, which has fairly insignifi

cant cross sections. 
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APPENDIX A. Perl Script
 

This is the Perl script written for the web-page interface. This is the version 

that creates two MCNP input decks; one with a helium backfill and one with a water 

backfill. This is the version that works with 24 fuel assemblies. The version that 

creates input decks for casks with empty (or blank, as they are denoted in the Perl 

script) corner cells reads different pieces of the MCNP input deck in the subroutine 

write_MCNPinput_file. This script was written with parallel subroutines and vari

ables for the helium and water cases. The letter 'h' appears at the end of subroutine 

and variable names which correspond to the helium case values. 

*!/usr/local/bin/perl
 

* CREATES Water AND Helium FILLED MCNP INPUT DECKS WITH A FULL CASK OF 24
 
* ASSEMBLIES (NO BLANKS).
 

* The regular subroutines are for water. The subroutines with an h extension are
 
* for hydrogen in the cask. The general format followed was to create two
 
* subroutines for each case (HELIUM and WATER). This was done because the
 
II cases have different "base" mcnp files from which they copy.
 

$ENV {'DATAPATH'} = "infs/chadvick/al/mcnp/xsect";
 

$PATH1 = "/temp/middle_of_mcnp_input_fil.txt";
 

$PATH2 = "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/middle_of_mcnp_input_fil.txt";
 

$PATH1H = "/temp/middle_of_mcnp_input_filh.txt";
 

$PATH2H = "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/middle_of_mcnp_input_filh.txt";
 

kparse_html_input; 

kcreate_assembly_ID_array; 

kcreate_middle_of_MCNP_input_file; II in PATH1 (water) 

kcreate_middle_of_MCNP_input_fileh; $ in PATH1H (helium) 

kvrite_MCNP_input_file; 

kwrite_MCNP_input_fileh; 

kexecute_MCNP; 

kexecute_MCNP_helium;
 

kcheck_output;
 

kpick_out_answers;
 

kpick_out_answers_helium;
 

khtml_header;
 

khtml_body;
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khtml_footer;
 

***********************************************************************
 

sub parse_html_input II a generic routine to parse the web-page input.
 

{
 

* Get the input
 

read(STDIN, $buffer, $ENV {'CONTENT_LENGTH' });
 

* Split the name-value pairs
 

*pairs = split(/k/, *buffer);
 

foreach *pair (*pairs) {
 

($name, $value) = split(/=/, $pair);
 

$value =" tr/+/ /;
 

$value =" saaa-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack("C", hex(81))/eg;
 
$FORManamel = $value;
 

Xparams = ($name, $value, 1/4params); * this added from alum.pl
 
}
 

print "This should be cpuminutes $FORM-Pcpuminutesq\n"; * a check
 

}
 

********************************111************1************************ 

***********************************************************************
 

sub create_assembly_ID_array S Open the comma-deliminated file with assembly
 
ft
 information and get the enrichments for each of the 24 fuel types.
 
{
 

open(ASSEMBLYIDS, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/assem.csv") II
 

die "DIED ON ASSEMBLYIDS\n";
 

Clines = <ASSEMBLYIDS>;
 

foreach $lines (Clines)
 

{
 

($assemblyid4caskid,$index,$burnup,$enrichment235)=split(/,/, $lines,5);
 
chop($enrichment235); II chop the newline
 

$enrichment235 =" tr/,/ I; ft get rid of commas
 

$nameaassemblyidI4enrichment235; ft get the enrich, given id
 
$locationaassemblyidI4index; * get the index, given id
 

}
 

print "A03 = $name {'A03' } \n "; * a check
 
}
 

***********************************************************************
 

**************************************************************
 

sub create_middle_of_MCNP_input_file * opens the file denoted by
 
$PATH2 and writes in the material information (enrichment) for each
 
of the 24 fuel material types.
 

{
 

open (MIDDLE, ">$PATH2") II die "died on MIDDLE\n";
 

chmod(0777,$PATH2);
 

print MIDDLE "This is A3 $paramsPABIAn"; II added from alum.pl
 

it print MIDDLE "This is A3 enrichment $name {$params {'A3' } } \n ";
 

II print MIDDLE " This is A3 $A3 \n";
 

* print MIDDLE " $name {'$A3'} \n";
 

* print MIDDLE "ml 92235 $name{'H08'} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {'H08'}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "ml 92235 $nanmaparams.PC4111 92238 ",
 
100 - $name{$params{T4'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m2 92235 $nameaparamsPC51.1 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameOparams-PC594," 8018 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m3 92235 $nameaparams.PC81.1 92238 ",
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100 - $name {$params {'C6'} }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m4 92235 $namef$paramsPB4'11 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'B4' }}," 8016 200 \n ";
 

print MIDDLE "m5 92235 $name{$params{'A41}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'A4'}}," 8016 200 \n ";
 

print MIDDLE "m6 92235 $name{$params{'B5'}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name{$params{'B51}}," 8016 200 \n ";
 

print MIDDLE "m7 92235 $name {$params {'D4'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $namefiparamsf'D414," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m8 92235 $name{$params{D62}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $namefiparams{'D51}1," 8016 200 \n ";
 

print MIDDLE "m9 92235 $name {$params {'D6' }} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'D6' } }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m10 92235 $name{$params{'E4'}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameaparamsPE414," 8018 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m11 92236 $name {$params {'F4'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name($paramsfT411}," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m12 92235 $name{$params{'E5)}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name{$params{'E51}}," 8016 200 \n ";
 

print MIDDLE "m13 92236 $name{$parama{'C31}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameaparamsPC314," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m14 92235 $name {$params {'C2'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'C2'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m16 92235 $nameaparams-PC194 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameaparamsPC1.11," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m16 92236 $name {$params {'B3'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name{$params{q33'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m17 92235 $namsaparamsPA3'11 92238 ",
 
100 - $namefiparamsfq314," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m18 92235 $name {$params {'B2'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'B2' }}," 8018 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m19 92236 $name {$params {'D3' }} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name{tparams{D31}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m20 92235 $name {$params {'D2'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'D2'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m21 92235 $nameaparamsPD1.11 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameaparams-PDPII," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m22 92236 $name {$params {'E3'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name.($paramsPE31.1," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLE "m23 92235 $name {$params {'F3' }} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'F3' } }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLE "m24 92235 $name{$params{'E2)}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'E2' }}," 8016 200";
 
}
 

$$$$$$$#$$$$$$$$$SSIMM$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
 
$1*$$#$$$$##$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$##$$
 

sub create_middle_of_MCNP_input_fileh it same for helium
 

{
 

open (MIDDLEH, ">$PATH2H") II die "died on MIDDLEH\n";
 

chmod(0777,$PATH2H);
 

print MIDDLEH "m1 92236 $name{$params{'C4)}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name{$params{'C41}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m2 92235 $name{$params{'C5)}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameaparams-PC514," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m3 92235 $name{$params{'C6'}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'C6'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m4 92235 $nams{$params{B4'}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'B4'} }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m6 92235 $name{$params{'A4'}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'A4'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m8 92235 $name{$params{285'}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameOparams(q3514," 8018 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m7 92236 $name {$params {'D4'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'D4' } }," 8016 200\n";
 

http:nameaparamsPD1.11
http:nameaparamsPC1.11
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print MIDDLEH "m8 92235 $nameaparams{'D5'}I 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'D5' } }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m9 92235 $nameOparams{'DW}I 92238 ",
 
100 - $name{$params{D6)}}," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m10 92235 $nammaparamsPE414 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'E4'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m11 92235 $name {$params {'F4'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'F4'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m12 92235 $name{$params{)E51}} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name{$params{'E5'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m13 92235 $name {$params {'C3'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $nameaparams{T3'} I," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m14 92235 $name {$params {'C2' }} 92238 ",
 

100 - $nameaparams{1C21}1," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m16 92235 $nameaparams{1C1'}1 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameaparams{TP}I," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m16 92235 $name{$paramsPB3)1} 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'B3' } }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m17 92235 $name {$params {'A3' }} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$parama {'A3' } }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m18 92235 $name{$params{1B21}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $nameaparams{43214," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m19 92235 $nameaparams{'D3}1 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameOparamsf'DWII," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m20 92235 $name {$params {'D2'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'D2' } }," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m21 92235 $nameOparams{'DP}I 92238 ",
 
100 - $nameaparams()DP} I," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m22 92235 $name {$params {'E3'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $name {$params {'E3'}}," 8016 200\n";
 

print MIDDLEH "m23 92235 $name {$params {'F3'}} 92238 ",
 

100 - $nameaparamsPF3'Il," 8016 200\n";
 
print MIDDLEH "m24 92236 $nameOparams{'E21}1 92238 ",
 
100 - $name {$params {'E2' } }," 8016 200";
 

}
 

*********************************************************************** 
*********************************************************************** 

sub vrite_MCNP_input_file * Writes all the pieces of the mcnp deck one after
 
* another into the same file creating a complete mcnp input deck.
 
{
 

$INPUPATH = "/tmp_mnt/nfs/stak/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/$params.Poutputfilename'I";
 
II named on web page
 

"/temp/inpu.inp" THE OLD, NON-VARIABLE, NAME.
 

open(INPUTFILE, ">$INPUPATH") II die;
 

cbmod(0777,$INPUPATH); ft make it readable
 

open(FIRST, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/part_1_of_MCNP_input_file.txt") II die;
 

open(SECOND, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/part_2_of_MCNP_input_file.txt") II die;
 

open(MIDDLE, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/middle_of_mcnp_input_fil.txt") II die;
 

open(THIRD, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/part_3_of_MCNP_input_file.txt") II die;
 

while (<FIRST>)
 
{
 

print INPUTFILE;
 

close (FIRST);
 

print INPUTFILE "\n"; II starts a new line
 

print INPUTFILE "kcode $paramsfinpergenq $params {'initialguess'}
 

$params {'genwait'} $params {'gentotal'} 6936";
 

print INPUTFILE "\n"; it starts a new line
 

while (<SECOND>)
 
print INPUTFILE;
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}
 

close (SECOND);
 

print INPUTFILE "\n"; starts a new line
 

while (<MIDDLE>) {
 
print INPUTFILE;
 

}
 

close (MIDDLE);
 

print INPUTFILE "\n"; * starts a new line
 

while (<THIRD>) {
 

print INPUTFILE;
 
}
 

close (THIRD);
 

close (INPUTFILE); $ close the inputfile at the end of the additions
 
}
 

***********************************************111$******************** 
*********************************************************************** 

sub write_MCNP_input_fileh same for helium
 

{
 

$INPUPATHH = "/tmp_mnt/nfs/stak/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/$paramsPoutputfilenameh'I";
 

* named on web page
 

* "/temp/inpu.inp"	 THE OLD, NON-VARIABLE, NAME.
 

open(INPUTFILEH, ">$INPUPATHH") II die;
 

chmod(0777,$INPUPATHH); $ make it readable
 

open(FIRSTH, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/part_1_of_MCNP_input_fileh.txt") II die;
 

open(SECONDH, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/part_2_ofMCNP_input_fileh.txt") II die;
 

open(MIDDLEH, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/middle_of_mcnp_input_filh.txt") II die;
 

open(THIRDH, "/u2/p/palmerts/public_html/part_3_of_MCNP_input_fileh.txt") II die;
 

while (<FIRSTH>)
 

{
 

print INPUTFILEH;
 
}
 

close (FIRSTH);
 

print INPUTFILEH "\n"; starts a new line
 

print INPUTFILEH "kcode $params-Pnpergen'l $params {'initialguess'}
 

$paramsPgenvait'I $params {'gentotal'} 6936";
 

print INPUTFILEH "\n"; $ starts a new line
 

while (<SECONDH>) {
 
print INPUTFILEH;
 

}
 

close (SECONDH);
 

print INPUTFILEH "\n"; * starts a new line
 

while (<MIDDLEH>) {
 
print INPUTFILEH;
 

}
 

close (MIDDLEH);
 

print INPUTFILEH "\n"; starts a new line
 

while (<THIRDH>) {
 

print INPUTFILEH;
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}
 

close (THIRDH);
 

close (INPUTFILEH); * close the inputfile at the end of the additions
 
}
 

***********************************************************************
 

***********************************************************************
 
sub execute MCNP {
 

cd $PATH2;
 

$runmcnp = "infs/chadvick/al/mcnp/mcnp4b inp=tryv.inp outp=$foutputfilenameI.out";
 
*	 $runmcnp = 'mcnp4b inp=inpu.inp outp=out.out';
 

open(RUNMCNP, "I$runmcnp ") II die "MCNP is not running.\n";
 

close(RUNMCNP)
 
}
 

***********************************************************************
 

***********************************************************************
 
sub execute_MCNP_helium {
 

$outputfilenameh = "MAR";
 
print "$inputfilenameh\n";
 

$runmcnp = "mcnp4b inp4outputfilenameh outp4foutputfilenameh1.out";
 
open(RUNMCNP, "I$runmcnp ") II die "MCNP is not running.\n";
 

close(RUNMCNP)
 
}
 

***********************************************************************
 

********************************** ************************ ********
 
* This subroutine is for diagnostics/development.
 

sub check_output { * this is to make sure that perl waits for the mcnp run
 
open(CHECKFILE, ">checkfile") II die "DIED ON OPENING CHECKFILE\n";
 

open(OUTOUT, "$(outputfilenameh}.out") II die "DIED ON OPENING OUTOUT\n";
 
* want to wait for the helium case because it is the last one run
 

while (<OUTOUT>) {
 

print CHECKFILE; * this is just a repeat of the mcnp output
 
}
 

}
 

***********************************************************************
 

***********************************************************************
 
Scans the mcnp output for the answers as defined here.
 

sub pick_out_answers {
 

$gencounted = $gentotal - $genvait; * define the variable to look for
 

open(SCRAP, ">scrap.txt") II die; * scrap file to write to (a check)
 
open(OUTOUT, "$(outputfilename}.out") II die; * read from this mcnp output file
 

while(<OUTOUT>)
 
{
 

if (3gencounted\* (.*)/) * look for f looks for counted cycles followed
 
$ by an which is in the mcnp output.
 

* $paramsf'gentotal'1 - $paramsf'genvait'I
 
{
 

$lines41;
 
$lines=" s / \s + / : /g; put in : for all blank spaces
 
$lines=" s/-//g; get rid of the - signs (deviation ranges)
 

($blank, $active_neutrons,$kcol,$kcolstdev,$kabs,
 

$kabsstdev,$ktrk,$ktrkstdev,$normality,$kave,$kavestdev,
 

$lov95,$high96,81ow99,$high99) = split(/:/, $lines, 15)1
 

}
 

}
 

* SCRAP is a diagnostic file
 
* print SCRAP "the values from the MCNP output file $ {outputfilename }.out \n ";
 

* this print stuff is just to check the values
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S	 print SCRAP "$lines \n ";
 

print SCRAP 4active_neutrons\n";
 

print SCRAP "$kcol\n";
 

S	 print SCRAP "$kcolstdev\n";
 

print SCRAP "$kabs\n";
 

print SCRAP "$kabsstdev\n";
 

print SCRAP "$ktrk\n";
 

ft
 print SCRAP "$ktrkstdev\n";
 

print SCRAP "$normality\n";
 

print SCRAP "$kave\n";
 

print SCRAP 4kavestdev\n";
 
print SCRAP "$lov95\n";
 

print SCRAP "ihigh95\n";
 

print SCRAP "$1ov99\n";
 

print SCRAP "$high99 \n ";
 

}
 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
 

sub pick_out_ansvers_helium {
 

$gencounted = $gentotal - $genvait;
 

open(SCRAP, ">scraph.txt") II die; $ scrap file to write to
 
open(OUTOUT, "$ {outputfilenameh}.out ") II die;
 

vhile(<OUTOUT>)
 
{
 

if (/$gencounted\* ( *)/) $ look for
 

$paramsf'gentotal'I - $params {'genwait'}
 

S may need to print this to scrap to check
 
{
 

$lines41;
 
$linesm" sAs+/:/g; $ put in for all blank spaces
:
 

nines." s/-//g; S get rid of the - signs (deviation ranges)
 

($blank, $active_neutrons_helium,$kcol_helium,
 

$kcolstdev_helium,$kabs_helium,$kabsstdev_helium,$ktrk_helium,
 

$ktrkstdev_helium,$normality_helium,$kave_helium,$kavestdev_helium,
 

$low9S_helium,ihigh96_helium,$1ov99_helium,
 

$high99_helium) split(/:/, $lines, 15);
 

}
 

}
 

print SCRAP "the values from the MCNP output file $foutputfilenamehI.out\n";
 

it this print stuff is just to check the values
 

$	 print SCRAP "$lines \n ";
 

$ print SCRAP "$active_neutrons_helium\n";
 

$ print SCRAP "$kcol_helium\n";
 
$ print SCRAP "$kcolstdev_helium\n";
 

S print SCRAP "$kabs_helium\n";
 

$ print SCRAP "$kabsstdev_helium\n";
 

$ print SCRAP "$ktrk_helium\n";
 

$ print SCRAP "$ktrkstdev_helium\n";
 

S print SCRAP "$normality_helium\n";
 

it
 print SCRAP "$kave_helium\n";
 

S print SCRAP "$kavestdev_helium\n";
 

$ print SCRAP "flov96_helium\n";
 

print SCRAP "$high95_helium\n";
 
$ print SCRAP "flow99_helium\n";
 

$ print SCRAP "$high99_helium\n";
 
}
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***********************************************************************
 

***********************************************************************
 

I The three html subroutines create the html output page.
 

sub html_header
 

open(OUTPUTHTML, ">/nfs/chadvick/ul/brice/fermi/public_html/mcnp_output.html")
 

II die "DIED ON OPENING OUTPUTHTML\n";
 

open(OUTPUTHTML, ">../../fermi/public_html/mcnp_output.html")
 

II die "DIED ON OPENING OUTPUTHTML\n";
 

* open and leave open
 

print OUTPUTHTML"<html>\n";
 
print OUTPUTHTML"<head>\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML"<title>MCNP Output Page</title>\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML"</head>\n";
 

* no close, still writing
 

litittitittittiMSSM******************SSIMS**************SSIMISSIM
 
SIISMISSIMMISMISMISSMS***********11****21111M********MINNISMINIMS
 
sub html_body
 

* no open, still writing
 

print OUTPUTHTML"This is the output page.\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML"<p>Any questions?\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML"<p>This is from brice chadvick thesis perl\n";
 

* The water case
 

print OUTPUTHTML"<p>This is from the $outputfilename case\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>active_neutrons = $active_neutrons\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kcol = $kcol\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kcolstdev = $kcolstdev\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kabs = $kabs\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kabsstdev = $kabsstdev\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>ktrk = $ktrk\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>ktrkstdev = $ktrkstdev\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>normality = $normality\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kave = $kave\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kavestdev = $kavestdev\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>1ov95 = $1ov95\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>high95 4high95\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>1ov99 = $lov99\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>high99 = $high99\n";
 

* The helium case
 

print OUTPUTHTML"<p>This is from the $outputfilenameh case\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>active_neutrons = $active_neutrons_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kcol = $kcol_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kcolstdev = $kcolstdev_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kabs = $kabs_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kabsstdev = $kabsstdev_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>ktrk = $ktrk_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>ktrkstdev = $ktrkstdev_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>normality = $normality_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kave = $kave_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>kavestdev = $kavestdev_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>1ov95 = $1ov96_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>high95 =$high96_helium\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML "<p>1ov99 = $1ov99_helium\n";
 
print OUTPUTHTML "<p>high99 = $high99_helium\n";
 

* no close, still writing
 
}
 

MIS******SMNSISSSIMSSMISSMS2*****MMISIMMISSM***********Stt**
 
itifittiThit*****SIMMISSMISIMINISM*********Ctifitifill***********MISS
 

sub html_footer
 

* no open, still writing
 

print OUTPUTHTML"</body>\n";
 

print OUTPUTHTML"</html>\n";
 
close(OUTPUTHTML) * close for good
 

}
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APPENDIX B. MCNP Input Deck
 

This is one of the MCNP input decks used in this project. This particular 

input is for a cask under normal, helium filled conditions. This example has the fuel 

loading for cask Ell and the results are given in Table 5.6. Comments are included 

throughout the deck. The cards which compose the "fill" area of the cask are noted 

so that they may be changed from helium to water. The cards with BoralTM are 

listed so that they may be changed to match the fill material should the user want 

to run an un-poisoned case. 

C File description: Fa26h, Helium back-filled case
 
C He is material number 98 with density -0.000163.
 
C The boral plated are on cards {806-811, 826-831, 846 -851, 866 -871 }.
 

C The cells that need to be changed to change between HELIUM/WATER cases are:
 
C {800,812, 820,832, 840,852, 860,872, 14}
 

C material 101 is water, density is -1.0
 
C Cell 741 is the universe outside of the cask, so can be submersed in water.
 
C B stands for Boral.
 

C Cell Cards
 
C The four quadrants of the cask:
 

C Upper right Quarter (500s and 600s)
 

800 98 -0.000163 (500 -601 -701 800 -174 173):(601 -501 600 -701 -174 173):
 

(501 -506 -607 606 -174 173):(601 -606 506 -507 -174 173):
 

(-701 508 -510 606 -174 173):(510 -701 -610 606 -174 173):
 
(501 -701 821 -506 -174 173):(601 -701 521 -806 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ the holes
 

801 91 -7.86 (501 -502 601 -806 -174 173):(502 -505 -608 606 -174 173):
 

(-508 506 601 -606 -174 173):(502 -505 -602 601 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ center walls
 

802 91	 -7.86 (507 -508 801 -606 -174 173):(508 -520 -608 605 -174 173):
 

(-521 520 801 -606 -174 173):(508 -520 -602 601 -174 173):
 

(514 -515 602 -605 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1	 $ right double wall
 

803 91	 -7.86 (501 -502 607 -621 -174 173):(502 -505 620 -621 -174 173):
 

(505 -506 -621 607 -174 173):(502 -505 607 -608 -174 173):
 
(502 -505 614 -815 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ top double wall
 

804 91 -7.86 (510 -511 610 -619 -174 173):(511 -518 618 -619 -174 173):
 
(518 -519 610 -619 -174 173):(511 -518 610 -611 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ outside wall
 

805 92 -7.9 (701 -702 -177 157):(-701 -173 157)
 
imp:n=1 $ cask cylinder wall
 
806 93 -2.68 (502 -503 -805 602 -174 173):(503 -504 -805 604 -174 173):
 

(504 -505 -605 602 -174 173):(503 -504 -803 802 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ center B wall
 

807 93 -2.66 (508 -509 -605 802 -174 173):(509 -513 604 -805 -174 173):
 
(513 -514 -605 602 -174 173):(509 -513 802 -603 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ aright B
 

808 93 -2.66 (515 -516 -605 602 -174 173):(516 -520 604 -605 -174 173):
 
(516 -520 602 -603 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ 2right B
 

809 93 -2.66 (502 -503 -614 608 -174 173):(503 -604 -614 613 -174 173):
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(504 -505 -614 608 -174 173):(503 -504 -609 608 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ itop B
 

810 93 -2.66 (502 -503 -620 615 -174 173):(504 -505 -620 615 -174 173):
 

(503 -504 -616 616 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ 2top B
 

811 93 -2.66 (511 -512 611 -618 -174 173):(512 -518 611 -612 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ outside B wall
 

812 98 -0.000163 -701 (619:519) 610 610 -174 173
 
imp:n=1 $ outside hole
 

C Lover right Quarter Cask (500s and 400s)
 

820 98 -0.000163 (500 401 -701 -600 -174 173):(-401 -501 500 -701 -174 173):
 

(501 -506 407 -406 -174 173):(-401 406 606 -507 -174 173):
 

(-701 606 -510 -406 -174 173):(510 -701 410 -406 -174 173):
 
(501 -701 -421 -506 -174 173):(-401 -701 521 406 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ the holes
 

821 91 -7.86 (501 -502 -401 406 -174 173):(502 -505 406 -405 -174 173):
 

(-506 505 -401 406 -174 173):(502 -505 402 -401 -174 173)
 

imp:n.1 $ center walls
 

822 91 -7.86 (507 -508 -401 406 -174 173):(508 -520 406 -405 -174 173):
 

(-521 520 -401 406 -174 173):(508 -520 402 -401 -174 173):
 

(514 -516 -402 405 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ right double wall
 

823 91 -7.86 (501 -502 -407 421 -174 173):(502 -505 -420 421 -174 173):
 

(505 -506 421 -407 -174 173):(502 -505 -407 408 -174 173):
 

(602 -505 -414 415 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ bottom double wall
 

824 91 -7.86 (510 -511 -410 419 -174 173):(511 -518 -418 419 -174 173):
 

(518 -519 -410 419 -174 173):(511 -518 -410 411 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ outside wall
 

826 93 -2.66 (502 -503 405 -402 -174 173):(503 -504 405 -404 -174 173):
 

(504 -505 405 -402 -174 173):(503 -504 403 -402 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ center B wall
 

827 93 -2.66 (508 -509 405 -402 -174 173):(509 -513 -404 405 -174 173):
 

(513 -514 405 -402 -174 173):(509 -513 -402 403 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ 'right B
 

828 93 -2.66 (515 -516 405 -402 -174 173):(516 -520 -404 405 -174 173):
 

(516 -520 -402 403 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ 2right B
 

829 93 -2.66 (502 -503 414 -408 -174 173):(503 -504 414 -413 -174 173):
 

(504 -505 414 -408 -174 173):(503 -504 409 -408 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ lbottom B
 

830 93 -2.66 (502 -503 420 -416 -174 173):(504 -505 420 -415 -174 173):
 

(503 -504 416 -415 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ 2bottom B
 

831 93 -2.66 (511 -512 -411 418 -174 173):(512 -518 -411 412 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ outside B wall
 

832 98 -0.000163 -701 (-419:519) -410 510 -174 173
 
imp:n=1 $ outside hole
 

C Upper left Quarter (300a and 600s)
 

840 98 -0.000163 (-500 -601 -701 600 -174 173):(601 301 -500 -701 -174 173):
 
(-301 306 -607 606 -174 173):(601 -606 -306 307 -174 173):
 

(-701 -306 310 606 -174 173):(-310 -701 -610 606 -174 173):
 
(-301 -701 621 306 -174 173):(601 -701 -321 -606 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ the holes
 

841 91 -7.88 (-301 302 601 -606 -174 173):(-302 305 -606 605 -174 173):
 

(306 -306 601 -606 -174 173):(-302 305 -602 601 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ center walls
 

842 91 -7.86 (-307 308 601 -606 -174 173):(-308 320 -606 605 -174 173):
 

(321 -320 601 -606 -174 173):(-308 320 -602 601 -174 173):
 

(-314 315 602 -605 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ left double wall
 

843 91 -7.86 (-301 302 607 -621 -174 173):(-302 305 620 -621 -174 173):
 

(-305 306 -621 607 -174 173):(-302 305 607 -608 -174 173):
 
(-302 305 614 -615 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ top double wall
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844 91 -7.86 (-310 311 610 -619 -174 173):(-311 318 618 -619 -174 173):
 

(-318 319 610 -619 -174 173):(-311 318 610 -611 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ outside wall
 

846 93 -2.66 (-302 303 -605 602 -174 173):(-303 304 -605 604 -174 173):
 

(-304 305 -605 602 -174 173):(-303 304 -603 602 -174 173)
 

imp:n1 $ center B wall
 

847 93 -2.66 (-308 309 -605 602 -174 173):(-309 313 604 -605 -174 173):
 

(-313 314 -605 602 -174 173):(-309 313 602 -803 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ lleft B
 

848 93 -2.66 (-315 316 -605 802 -174 173):(-318 320 604 -605 -174 173):
 

(-318 320 602 -603 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ 21eft B
 

849 93 -2.66 (-302 303 -614 608 -174 173):(-303 304 -614 813 -174 173):
 

(-304 305 -814 608 -174 173):(-303 304 -609 608 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ ltop B
 

850 93 -2.66 (-302 303 -620 615 -174 173):(-304 305 -820 615 -174 173):
 

(-303 304 -616 615 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ 2top B
 

851 93 -2.68 (-311 312 611 -618 -174 173):(-312 318 611 -612 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ outside B wall
 

852 98 -0.000163 -701 (619:-319) 810 -310 -174 173
 

imp:n=1 $ outside hole
 

C Lover left Quarter (300s and 400s)
 

880 98 -0.000183 (-500 401 -701 -600 -174 173):
 

(-401 301 -500 -701 -174 173):
 

(-301 306 407 -408 -174 173):(-401 406 -306 307 -174 173):
 

(-701 -306 310 -406 -174 173):(-310 -701 410 -406 -174 173):
 

(-301 -701 -421 306 -174 173):(-401 -701 -321 406 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ the holes
 

861 91 -7.86 (-301 302 -401 406 -174 173):(-302 305 406 -405 -174 173):
 

(308 -305 -401 406 -174 173):(-302 305 402 -401 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ center walls
 

862 91 -7.86 (-307 308 -401 406 -174 173):(-308 320 406 -405 -174 173):
 

(321 -320 -401 406 -174 173):(-308 320 402 -401 -174 173):
 

(-314 315 -402 405 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ left double wall
 

883 91 -7.88 (-301 302 -407 421 -174 173):(-302 305 -420 421 -174 173):
 

(-305 306 421 -407 -174 173):(-302 305 -407 408 -174 173):
 

(-302 305 -414 415 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ top double wall
 

884 91 -7.86 (-310 311 -410 419 -174 173):(-311 318 -418 419 -174 173):
 

(-318 319 -410 419 -174 173):(-311 318 -410 411 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ outside wall
 

868 93 -2.66 (-302 303 405 -402 -174 173):(-303 304 405 -404 -174 173):
 

(-304 305 405 -402 -174 173):(-303 304 403 -402 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ center B wall
 

867 93 -2.66 (-308 309 405 -402 -174 173):(-309 313 -404 405 -174 173):
 

(-313 314 405 -402 -174 173):(-309 313 -402 403 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ lleft B
 

888 93 -2.88 (-315 318 406 -402 -174 173):(-316 320 -404 405 -174 173):
 
(-318 320 -402 403 -174 173)
 

imp:n=1 $ 21eft B
 

869 93 -2.88 (-302 303 414 -408 -174 173):(-303 304 414 -413 -174 173):
 

(-304 305 414 -408 -174 173):(-303 304 409 -408 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ ltop B
 

870 93 -2.88 (-302 303 420 -416 -174 173):(-304 305 420 -415 -174 173):
 

(-303 304 416 -415 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ 2top B
 

871 93 -2.68 (-311 312 -411 418 -174 173):(-312 318 -411 412 -174 173)
 
imp:n=1 $ outside B wall
 

872 98 -0.000163 -701 (-419:-319) -410 -310 -174 173
 
imp:n=1 $ outside hole
 

C ASSEMBLY CARDS
 

C There are 9 cards for each of the 24 fuel assemblies which describe
 
C their geometry. Fuel 1 is the centermost assembly in the upper-right
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C quadrant. Cards s1 -s6 describe the fuel pin and *6-s9 describe the array.
 

C Fuels 2-24 are geometrically identical to fuel 1 but are each made of the
 
C corresponding material (fuel) type, 2-24. Each is also different in its
 

C translation (trcl). This is necessary to place each assembly in the correct
 

C position in the cask. Each fuel assembly is constructed of 3 universes
 

C denoted 101, 201, and 301 for fuel 1 and 102, 202, 302 for fuel 2, etc.
 

C FUEL 1
 

11 1 -7.86 -151 -154 155
 

u=101 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

12 98 -0.000163 (151 -162 -164 155):(154 -166 -152)
 

u=101 imp:n=1 $ gap (void is conservative)
 

13 95 -6.51 (-163 162 -166 156):(-153 166):(-153 -166)
 

u=101 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

14 98 -0.000163 153
 

u=101 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

15 0 -158 169 -160 161 lat=1 fill=101
 

u=201 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 1
 
18 0 -182 163 -164 165 -168 157 fi11=201 trcl=(4.67868 4.67868 5.875)
 

u=301 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 
17 96 -7.9 -167 171 -162 163 -164 166 trcl=(4.67868 4.67868 5.875)
 

u=301 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

18 96 -7.9 -172 156 -162 183 -164 166 trcl.(4.67868 4.67868 5.875)
 

u=301 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

19 0 *16 *17 *18
 

u=301 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 2
 
21 like 11 but mat=2 rho=-7.86
 

u=102 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

22 like 12 but
 

u=102 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

23 like 13 but
 

u=102 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

24 like 14 but
 

u=102 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

25 like 15 but lat=1 fill=102
 

u=202 imp:n=1 $ lattice call
 

C ARRAY 2
 

28 like 16 but fill=202 trcl=(31.62808 4.87868 5.876)
 

u=302 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a vindov of universe 101
 

27 like 17 but trcl.(31.62808 4.67868 6.876)
 

u=302 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

28 like 18 but trcl=(31.62808 4.67868 6.875)
 

u=302 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

29 0 *26 *27 *28
 

u=302 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 3
 
31 like 11 but mat=3 rho=-7.86
 

u=103 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

32 like 12 but
 

u=103 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

33 like 13 but
 

u=103 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

34 like 14 but
 

u=103 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

35 like 16 but lat=1 fill=103
 

u=203 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 3
 
38 like 16 but fill=203 trcl=(55.41518 4.67868 6.875)
 

u=303 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

37 like 17 but trcl.(55.41518 4.67868 6.876)
 
u=303 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

38 like 18 but trcl=(55.41518 4.67888 5.875)
 
u=303 imp:n.1 $ Top Nozzle
 
39 0 *36 237 *38
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u=303 imp:n=1
 

C FUEL 4
 

41 like 11
 

u=104 imp:n=1
 

42 like 12
 

u=104 imp:n=1
 

43 like 13
 

u=104 imp:n=1
 

44 like 14
 
u=104 imp:n=1
 

45 like 15
 

u=204 imp:n=1
 

C ARRAY 4
 

46 like 16
 

u=304 imp:n=1
 

47 like 17
 

u=304 imp:n=1
 

48 like 18
 

u=304 imp:n=1
 

49 0
 

u=304 imp:n=1
 

C FUEL 5
 

51 like 11
 

u=105 imp:n=1
 

52 like 12
 

u=105 imp:n=1
 

63 like 13
 

u=106 imp:n=1
 
54 like 14
 

u=105 imp:n=1
 

55 like 16
 

u=205 imp:n=1
 

C ARRAY 6
 

66 like 16
 

u=305 imp:n=1
 

57 like 17
 

u=305 imp:n=1
 

58 like 18
 

u=305 imp:n=1
 

59 0
 

u=305 imp:n=1
 

C FUEL 6
 

61 like 11
 

u=106 imp:n=1
 

62 like 12
 

u=106 imp:n=1
 

63 like 13
 

u=106 imp:n=1
 

64 like 14
 

u=106 imp:n=1
 

65 like 15
 

u=206 imp:n=1
 

C ARRAY 8
 

66 like 16
 

u=306 imp:n=1
 

67 like 17
 

u=306 imp:n=1
 
88 like 18
 

u=306 imp:n=1
 

69 0
 

u=306 imp:n=1
 
C FUEL 7
 
71 like 11
 

u=107 imp:n=1
 
72 like 12
 

$ outside the assembly
 

but mat=4 rho=-7.86
 

$ fuel
 

but
 

$ gap
 
but
 

$ clad
 

but
 

$ pitch space
 

but lat=1 fill=104
 

$ lattice cell
 

but fill=204 trcl=(4.67888 31.62808 5.875)
 
$ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

but trcl=(4.67868 31.62808 5.875)
 
$ Bottom Nozzle
 

but trcl=(4.67868 31.82808 5.875)
 
$ Top Nozzle
 

*46 *47 *48
 

$ outside the assembly
 

but mat=5 rho=-7.88
 

$ fuel
 

but
 

$ gap
 
but
 

$ clad
 
but
 

$ pitch space
 

but lat=1 fill=105
 

$ lattice cell
 

but fill=205 trcl=(4.67868 55.41518 5.875)
 

$ The 17x17 array is a vindov of universe 101
 

but trcl=(4.67868 66.41618 6.876)
 
$ Bottom Nozzle
 

but trclim(4.67868 66.41618 6.876)
 

$ Top Nozzle
 

*56 *57 *58
 
$ outside the assembly
 

but mat=6 rho=-7.86
 

$ fuel
 

but
 

$ gap
 

but
 

$ clad
 

but
 

$ pitch space
 

but lat=1 fill=106
 

$ lattice cell
 

but fill-206 trcl=(34.19348 34.19348 5.875)
 

$ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 
but trcl=(34.19348 34.19348 6.876)
 
$ Bottom Nozzle
 

but trcl=(34.19348 34.19348 5.875)
 

$ Top Nozzle
 
*86 *87 68
 
$ outside the assembly
 

but mat=7 rho=-7.86
 

$ fuel
 

but
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u=107 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

73 like 13 but
 

u=107 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

74 like 14 but
 

u=107 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

75 like 15 but fill=107
 
u=207 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 7
 

76 like 16 but fill=207 trcl=(4.67888 - 24.83612 5.875)
 

u=307 imp:n=1 $ The 173E17 array is a vindov of universe 101
 

77 like 17 but trcl=(4.67868 -24.83812 5.875)
 

u=307 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

78 like 18 but trcl=(4.67868 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=307 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

79 0 *76 677 *78
 

u=307 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 8
 
81 like 11 but mat=8 rho=-7.88
 

u=108 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

82 like 12 but
 

u=108 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

83 like 13 but
 

u=108 imp:n.1 $ clad
 

84 like 14 but
 

u=108 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

85 like 15 but let =1 fill=108
 

u=208 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 8
 

86 like 16 but fill=208 trcl=(31.62808 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=308 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

87 like 17 but trcl=(31.82808 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=308 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

88 like 18 but trcl.(31.62808 -24.83612 5.875)
 
11=308 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

89 0 *86 *87 *88
 
u=308 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 9
 
91 like 11 but mat =9 rho=-7.86
 

u=109 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

92 like 12 but
 

u=109 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

93 like 13 but
 
u=109 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

95 like 15 but lat=1 fill=109
 
u=209 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 9
 

96 like 16 but fill=209 trcl=(55.41518 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=309 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a vindov of universe 101
 

97 like 17 but trcl=(55.41518 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=309 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

98 like 18 but trcl=(55.41518 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=309 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

99 0 696 697 *98
 
u=309 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 
C FUEL 10
 

101 like 11 but mat=10 rho=-7.88
 
u=110 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

102 like 12 but
 
u=110 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

103 like 13 but
 
u=110 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

104 like 14 but
 

u=110 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

105 like 15 but lat1 fill=110
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u=210 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 10
 

106 like 16 but fill=210 trcl=(4.67868 -51.78552 5.875)
 
u=310 imp:n=1 $ The 17217 array is a window of universe 101
 

107 like 17 but trcl=(4.67868 -51.78552 5.875)
 

u=310 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

108 like 18 but trcl=(4.67868 -51.78552 5.875)
 
u=310 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

109 0 *106 *107 *108
 

u=310 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 11
 

111 like 11 but mat=11 rho=-7.86
 

u=111 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

112 like 12 but
 

u=111 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

113 like 13 but
 

u=111 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

114 like 14 but
 

u=111 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

115 like 15 but lat=1 fill=111
 

u=211 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 11
 

116 like 16 but fill=211 trcl=(4.67868 -75.47262 5.875)
 

u=311 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

117 like 17 but trcl=(4.67868 -75.47262 5.875)
 

u=311 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

118 like 18 but trcl=(4.67868 -75.47262 5.875)
 

u=311 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

119 0 *116 *117 *118
 

u=311 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 12
 

121 like 11 but mat=12 rho=-7.86
 

u=112 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

122 like 12 but
 

u=112 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

123 like 13 but
 

11=112 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

124 like 14 but
 

u=112 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

125 like 15 but lat=1 fill=112
 

u=212 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 12
 

126 like 16 but fill=212 trcl=(34.19348 -54.35092 5.875)
 
u=312 imp:n=1 $ The 173E17 array is a window of universe 101
 

127 like 17 but trcl=(34.19348 -54.35092 5.875)
 
u=312 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

128 like 18 but trcl=(34.19348 - 54.35092 5.875)
 

u=312 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

129 0 *126 *127 *128
 

u=312 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 13
 

131 like 11 but mat=13 rho=-7.86
 

u=113 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

132 like 12 but
 

u=113 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

133 like 13 but
 

u=113 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

134 like 14 but
 

u=113 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

135 like 15 but lat=1 fill=113
 
u=213 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 
C ARRAY 13
 
136 like 16 but fill=213 trcl=(-24.83612 4.67868 5.875)
 
u=313 imp:n=1 $ The 173E17 array is a window of universe 101
 
137 like 17 but trcl=(-24.83612 4.67868 5.875)
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u=313 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

138 like 18 but trcl -(- 24.83612 4.67868 5.875)
 

u.313 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

139 0 *136 *137 *138
 

u=313 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 14
 

141 like 11 but mat=14 rho=-7.86
 

u=114 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

142 like 12 but
 

u=114 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

143 like 13 but
 

u=114 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

144 like 14 but
 

u=114 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

145 like 15 but lat=1 fill=114
 

u=214 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 14
 

146 like 16 but fill=214 trcl=(-51.78552 4.67868 5.875)
 
u=314 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a vindov of universe 101
 

147 like 17 but trcl=(-51.78552 4.67868 5.875)
 
u=314 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

148 like 18 but trclm(-51.78552 4.67868 5.876)
 
u=314 imp:n=1 8 Top Nozzle
 

149 0 *146 *147 *148
 

u=314 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 15
 

151 like 11 but mat=15 rho=-7.86
 

u=115 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

152 like 12 but
 

u=115 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

153 like 13 but
 

u=115 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

154 like 14 but
 

u=115 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

155 like 15 but lat=1 fill=116
 

u=215 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 15
 

156 like 16 but fill=215 trcl=(-75.47262 4.67868 5.875)
 
u=315 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

157 like 17 but trcl=(-75.47262 4.67868 5.875)
 
u=315 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

168 like 18 but trcl=(-75.47262 4.87868 5.875)
 
u=315 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

159 0 *156 *157 *158
 

u=315 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 16
 

181 like 11 but mat=16 rho=-7.86
 

u=116 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

162 like 12 but
 

u=116 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

163 like 13 but
 

u=116 imp:n=1 $ clad
 
164 like 14 but
 
u=116 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

165 like 15 but lat=1 fill=116
 

u=216 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 16
 
166 like 16 but fill=216 trcl=(-24.83612 31.62808 5.875)
 
u=316 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 
167 like 17 but trcl=(-24.83612 31.62808 5.875)
 
u=316 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 
168 like 18 but trcl=(-24.83612 31.62808 5.875)
 
u=316 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

169 0 *166 *167 *168
 
u=316 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
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C FUEL 17
 

171 like 11 but mat=17 rho=-7.86
 

u=117 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

172 like 12 but
 

u=117 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

173 like 13 but
 

u=117 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

174 like 14 but
 

u=117 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

175 like 15 but lat=1 fill=117
 

u=217 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 17
 

176 like 16 but fill=217 trcl=(-24.83612 55.41518 5.875)
 
u=317 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a vindov of universe 101
 

177 like 17 but trcl=(-24.83612 55.41518 5.875)
 
u=317 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

178 like 18 but trcl=(-24.83612 55.41518 5.876)
 
u=317 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

179 0 176 *177 *178
 
u=317 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 18
 

181 like 11 but mat=18 rho=-7.86
 

u=118 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

182 like 12 but
 

u=118 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

183 like 13 but
 

u=118 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

184 like 14 but
 

u=118 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

186 like 15 but lat=1 fill=118
 

11=218 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 18
 

186 like 16 but fill=218 trcl=(-64.35092 34.19348 5.875)
 
u=318 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

187 like 17 but trcl=(-54.35092 34.19348 6.875)
 

u=318 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

188 like 18 but trcl=(-54.35092 34.19348 5.875)
 
u=318 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

189 0 *186 *187 *188
 

u=318 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 19
 

191 like 11 but mat=19 rho=-7.86
 

u=119 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

192 like 12 but
 

u=119 imp:n=1 8 gap
 

193 like 13 but
 

u=119 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

194 like 14 but
 

u=119 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

196 like 15 but lat=1 fill=119
 
u=219 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 19
 
196 like 16 but fill=219 trcl=(-24.83612 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=319 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

197 like 17 but trcl=(-24.83612 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=319 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 
198 like 18 but trcl=(-24.83612 -24.83812 6.875)
 
u=319 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

199 0 *196 *197 *198
 
u=319 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 20
 

201 like 11 but mat=20 rho=-7.86
 

u=120 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

202 like 12 but
 

u=120 imp:n=1 $ gap
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203 like 13 but
 

u=120 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

204 like 14 but
 

u=120 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

206 like 15 but lat=1 fill=120
 

u=220 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 20
 

206 like 16 but fill=220 trcl=(-51.78552 -24.83612 5.875)
 

u=320 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

207 like 17 but trcl=(-51.78552 -24.83612 5.875)
 
u=320 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

208 like 18 but trcl=(-51.78552 -24.83612 5.875)
 

u=320 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

209 0 *206 *207 *208
 

u=320 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 21
 

211 like 11 but mat=21 rho=-7.86
 

u=121 imp:n*1 $ fuel
 

212 like 12 but
 

u=121 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

213 like 13 but
 

u=121 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

214 like 14 but
 

u=121 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

215 like 15 but lat=1 fill=121
 

u=221 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 21
 

216 like 16 but fill=221 trcl=(-75.47262 -24.83612 5.876)
 

u=321 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

217 like 17 but trcl=(-75.47262 -24.83612 5.875)
 

u=321 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

218 like 18 but trcl=(-76.47262 -24.83812 5.875)
 

u=321 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

219 0 *216 *217 *218
 

u=321 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 22
 

221 like 11 but mat=22 rho=-7.86
 

u=122 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

222 like 12 but
 

u=122 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

223 like 13 but
 

u=122 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

224 like 14 but
 

u=122 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

225 like 15 but lat=1 fill=122
 

u=222 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 22
 

226 like 16 but fill=222 trcl=(-24.83612 -51.78552 5.875)
 

u=322 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

227 like 17 but trcl=(-24.83612 -51.78552 5.875)
 
u=322 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

228 like 18 but trcl=(-24.83612 -51.78552 5.875)
 
u=322 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

229 0 *226 *227 *228
 
u=322 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 23
 
231 like 11 but mat=23 rho=-7.86
 

u=123 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

232 like 12 but
 

u=123 imp:n=1 $ gap
 

233 like 13 but
 
u=123 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

234 like 14 but
 
u=123 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

235 like 15 but lat=1 fill=123
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u=223 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 23
 

236 like 16 but fill=223 trcl=(-24.83612 -76.47262 5.875)
 

u=323 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

237 like 17 but trcl=(-24.83612 -75.47262 5.875)
 

u=323 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

238 like 18 but trcl=(-24.83612 -76.47282 5.875)
 
u=323 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

239 0 *236 *237 *238
 

u=323 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C FUEL 24
 

241 like 11 but mat=24 rho=-7.86
 

u=124 imp:n=1 $ fuel
 

242 like 12 but
 

u=124 imp:n.1 $ gap
 

243 like 13 but
 

u=124 imp:n=1 $ clad
 

244 like 14 but
 

u=124 imp:n=1 $ pitch space
 

246 like 15 but lat=1 fill=124
 

11=224 imp:n=1 $ lattice cell
 

C ARRAY 24
 
248 like 18 but fill=224 trcl=(-54.35092 -64.35092 5.876)
 
u=324 imp:n=1 $ The 17x17 array is a window of universe 101
 

247 like 17 but trcl=(-54.36092 -54.35092 5.875)
 
u=324 imp:n=1 $ Bottom Nozzle
 

248 like 18 but trcl=(-54.35092 -54.35092 5.875)
 
u=324 imp:n=1 $ Top Nozzle
 

249 0 *246 *247 *248
 

u=324 imp:n=1 $ outside the assembly
 

C the 760s are the Overpack
 

761 97 -2.26 (702 -711 -713 712):(-702 177 -713):(-702 -167 712)
 
imp:n=1 $ Overpack Concrete
 

C the 740s are the rest of the universe
 

741 0 711:713:-712
 

imp:n=0 $ void, rest of universe outside cask
 

C the 24 cells:
 

C This section describes each of the 24 cells as being filled with the respective
 
C fuel assembly.
 

C Upper Right Quadrant
 

901 0 503 -604 603 -604 -174 173 fill=301
 

imp:n=1 $ inner assembly
 

902 0 609 -613 603 -604 -174 173 fill=302
 

imp:n=1 $ fright assembly
 

903 0 516 -620 603 -604 -174 173 fill=303
 

imp:n=1 $ 2right assembly
 

904 0 503 -604 609 -613 -174 173 fill=304
 

imp:n=1 $ ltop assembly
 

906 0 603 -504 616 -620 -174 173 fill=305
 

imp:n=1 $ 2top assembly
 

906 0 612 -618 612 -618 -174 173 fill=306
 

imp:n=1 $ upper right assembly
 

C Lover Right Quadrant
 

907 0 503 -504 -403 404 -174 173 fill=307
 

imp:n=1 $ inner assembly
 

908 0 609 -613 -403 404 -174 173 fill=308
 

imp:n=1 $ fright assembly
 

909 0 618 -520 -403 404 -174 173 fill=309
 

imp:n=1 $ 2right assembly
 

910 0 503 -504 -409 413 -174 173 fill-310
 

imp:n=1 $ ibottom assembly
 

911 0 503 -504 -416 420 -174 173 fill=311
 

imp:n=1 $ 2bottom assembly
 

912 0 512 -518 -412 418 -174 173 fill=312
 

imp:n=1 $ lower right assembly
 

http:rho=-7.86
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C Upper Left Quadrant
 

913 0 -303 304 603 -604 -174 173 fill-313
 

imp:n=1 $ inner assembly
 

914 0 -309 313 603 -604 -174 173 fill=314
 

imp:n=1 $ heft assembly
 

915 0 -316 320 803 -604 -174 173 fill=316
 

imp:n=1 $ 21eft assembly
 

916 0 -303 304 809 -813 -174 173 fill=316
 

imp:n=1 $ ltop assembly
 

917 0 -303 304 618 -820 -174 173 fill=317
 

imp:n=1 $ 2top assembly
 

918 0 -312 318 612 -618 -174 173 fill=318
 

imp:n=1 $ upper left assembly
 

C Lover Left Quadrant
 

919 0 -303 304 -403 404 -174 173 fill=319
 

imp:n=1 $ inner assembly
 

920 0 -309 313 -403 404 -174 173 fill=320
 

imp:n=1 $ lleft assembly
 

921 0 -316 320 -403 404 -174 173 fill=321
 

imp:n=1 $ 21eft assembly
 

922 0 -303 304 -409 413 -174 173 fill=322
 

imp:n=1 $ ltop assembly
 

923 0 -303 304 -418 420 -174 173 fill=323
 

imp:n=1 8 2top assembly
 
924 0 -312 318 -412 418 -174 173 fill=324
 

imp:n=1 $ upper left assembly
 

751 0 174 -175 -701
 
imp:n=1 $ void above cells
 

752 98 -7.9 175 -176 -701
 

imp:n=1 $ shield lid assembly
 

763 96 -7.9 178 -177 -701
 
imp:n=1 $ structural lid assembly
 

C Surface Cards:
 

151 cz 0.39751 $ fuel radius
 

152 cz 0.41402 $ gap radius
 

153 cz 0.47498 $ outer clad radius
 

154 pz 367.0554 $ top of fuel
 

155 pz 1.2954 $ bottom of fuel
 

156 pz 386.4864 $ top of window - top of rod
 
157 pz 0 $ bottom of window - bottom of window
 

158 px 0.62993 $ 1/2 pitch is each side of box
 

159 px -0.82993 $ side of box
 

160 py 0.82993 $ side of box
 

181 py -0.62993 $ side of box
 

182 px 20.78738 $ dist. to edge of array (18.5 Pitch wide)
 

183 px -0.82992 $ dist. to lover left corner of array (1/2 Pitch)
 
184 py 20.78736 $ dist. to edge of array (18.5 Pitch long)
 

165 py -0.82992 $ dist. to lower left corner of array (1/2 Pitch)
 

188 pz 385.8482 $ top of spring
 
171 pz -2.7 $ bottom of bottom nozzle
 

172 pz 390.1864 $ top or top nozzle
 

173 pz 3.175 $ top of basket bottom plate
 

174 pz 408.94 $ top of cell walls
 
175 pz 432.562 8 bottom of shield lid assembly
 
178 pz 452.882 $ bottom of structural lid assembly
 

177 pz 460.502 $ top of cask
 

C CASK SURFACES
 
C These are the surfaces of the steel and Boral for the cask.
 

301 px -2.54
 

302 px -3.175
 
303 px -3.47472
 

304 px -26.04008
 
305 px -26.3398
 
306 px -26.9748
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307 px -29.4894
 
308 px -30.1244
 

309 px -30.42412
 

310 px -32.0548
 
311 pi -32.6898
 
312 px -32.98952
 

313 px -52.98948
 

314 px -53.2892
 

315 px -53.9242
 
316 px -54.22392
 

317 px -66.65488
 

318 px -65.8546
 

319 px -56.4896
 

320 px -76.76388
 

321 px -76.8096
 
322 px -81.4324
 

401 py -2.54
 

402 py -3.175
 

403 py -3.47472
 

404 py -26.04008
 

405 py -26.3398
 

406 py -26.9748
 
407 py -29.4894
 

408 py -30.1244
 

409 py -30.42412
 

410 py -32.0548
 
411 py -32.6898
 

412 py -32.98952
 

413 py -62.98948
 
414 py -53.2892
 

415 py -53.9242
 

416 py -54.22392
 

417 py -55.65488
 
418 py -55.8546
 
419 py -56.4896
 

420 py -76.76388
 
421 py -76.8096
 

422 py -81.4324
 

600 px 0
 

501 px 2.54
 

502 px 3.175
 

503 pi 3.47472
 

504 px 26.04008
 

506 pa 26.3398
 

506 px 26.9748
 

507 px 29.4894
 

508 px 30.1244
 
509 px 30.42412
 

510 px 32.0648
 
511 px 32.8898
 
512 px 32.98952
 
513 px 62.98948
 

514 px 63.2892
 

515 px 63.9242
 
516 px 54.22392
 

517 px 55.65488
 

518 px 55.8546
 

519 px 56.4896
 
620 pi 76.76388
 
521 px 76.8096
 

622 px 81.4324
 

600 py 0
 

601 py 2.54
 
602 py 3.176
 

603 py 3.47472
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604 py 26.04008
 
606 py 26.3398
 

606 py 26.9748
 

607 py 29.4894
 

608 py 30.1244
 

C Steel Cask
 

C Concrete Overpack
 

609 py 30.42412
 

610 py 32.0548
 

611 py 32.6898
 

612 py 32.98952
 

613 py 52.98948
 

614 py 53.2892
 

616 py 63.9242
 

616 py 64.22392
 

617 py 55.66488
 

618 py 65.8546
 

619 py 66.4896
 

620 py 76.76388
 
621 py 76.8096
 
622 py 81.4324
 

701 cz 81.4324
 

702 cz 83.3374
 

711 cz 172.72
 

712 pz -54.61
 

713 pz 482.60
 

C Data Cards
 

C The kcode line contains four run variables that can
 

C be selected by the user
 

C from the web-based interface. The ksrc line provides
 

C neutron sources at the coordinates indicated.
 

kcode 1000 0.6 20 200 8936
 
ksrc 4.67868 4.67868 188.755
 

10 10 260
 

10 10 200
 

10 -10 260
 

10 -10 200
 

- 10 -10 250
 

-10 -10 200
 

- 10 10 260
 

- 10 10 200
 

mode n $ neutron problem
 

C 1-24 are the fuels (Positive = atomX, Negative .1 Weight%)
 

C These are the material cards for the fuel.
 

C These are written by the interface.
 

ml 92236 3.46 92238 96.55 8016 200
 

m2 92236 3.46 92238 96.54 8016 200
 

m3 92236 3.46 92238 96.66 8016 200
 
m4 92235 3.46 92238 96.55 8016 200
 

m5 92236 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 
m6 92235 3.46 92238 96.55 8016 200
 
m7 92235 3.46 92238 96.55 8016 200
 

m8 92236 3.46 92238 96.55 8016 200
 

m9 92235 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 

m10 92235 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 

m11 92235 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 
m12 92235 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 
m13 92235 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 
m14 92235 3.45 92238 96.56 8016 200
 
m15 92235 3.46 92238 96.54 8016 200
 
m16 92236 3.46 92238 96.64 8016 200
 

m17 92235 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 
m18 92235 3.46 92238 96.64 8016 200
 
m19 92235 3.45 92238 96.66 8016 200
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m20 92235 3.46 92238 96.66 8016 200
 
m21 92235 3.45 92238 96.55 8016 200
 

m22 92235 3.45 92238 96.66 8016 200
 

m23 92235 3.45 92238 96.66 8016 200
 
m24 92235 3.46 92238 96.54 8016 200
 
C The rest of the materials. Some may not be
 

C utilized in this deck. The
 

C redundancy of water as a material has no purpose.
 

m90 1001 2 8016 1 

m91 26000 -0.982275 

6000 -0.0025 
26065 -0.0106 

16031 -0.0006 

16032 -0.0011 

14000 -0.0021 
29000 -0.0002 

28000 -0.0001 

24000 -0.0001 

42000 -0.00004 

13027 -0.00038 

23000 -0.000006 $ A-516 7.86 g/cm-3 
m92 26000 -0.67796 

6000 -0.0003 

25055 -0.02 
14000 -0.01 

24000 -0.19 

28000 -0.10 
15031 -0.00045 

16032 -0.0003 $ Fe C Mn Si Cr Ni P S N SS304L 

7014 -0.001 $ 7.9 g/cm"3 

m93 6010 -0.0335912 

5011 -0.1352088 

6000 -0.0576 

13027 -0.7666 $ B10 B11 C Al Fe Homogenized BORAL 

26000 -0.008 $ 2.66 g/cm-3 

C m94 7014.50c 1.0 $ GAP, gas 1.251 g/cm"3 

m95 40000 -0.97883 

60000 -0.016 

26000 -0.0031 

24000 -0.0020 $ Ar Sn Fe Cr Ni Zircalloy-4 

28000 -0.00107 $ 6.51 g/cm"3 

m96 26000 -0.68746 

6000 -0.0008 

25056 -0.02 

14000 -0.01 

24000 -0.19 

28000 -0.09 
16031 -0.00045 

16032 -0.0003 $ Fe C Mn Si Cr Ni P S N SS304 

7014 -0.001 $ 7.9 g/cm"3 
m97 1001 -0.00453 

8016 -0.61280 
14000 -0.36036 

13027 -0.03665 

11023 -0.01527 $ H 0 Si Al Na Ca Fe 

20000 -0.06791 $ Los Alamos Concrete (pg. C-4, MCNP Primer)
 
26000 -0.01378 $ 2.26 g/cm-3
 

m98 2004 -1.0 $ He for fill comparison with KENO, -0.000163 g/cm"3
 

m101 1001 2 8016 1
 

m102 1001 2 8016 1
 

m103 1001 2 8016 1
 
m104 1001 2 8016 1
 

m106 1001 2 8016 1
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APPENDIX C. Work Breakdown Structure
 

. .:1 , " :,,.. jumr um--irry

- 8 _ 

rme-ri FITI:irzi :.Torl'Flr.:77" Prritr, or nFil 

. 1 / 
2 2 Engineenng 153 b/5/95 1/3/96 

3 2.1 Design Input Compilation 5 6/b/95 6/9/95 

4 2.2 ISFSI Design 34 9/b/95 10/20/95' 

5 2.2.1 ISFSI Layout 9 9/5/95 9/15/95 

6 2.2.2 Pad/Access Koad Design 25 9/18/95 10/20/95 

1 2.3 Cask Urop Analysis 110 6/12/95 11/10/95 

8 2.3.1 NUKECi-0612 Evaluation 1U 1/10195 //21/95 

'9 2.3.2 Cask Drop Evaluations 21 6/12/95 MU/95 

10 2.3.3 Crash Pad Design 30 10/2/95 11/10/95 

111 2.4 Yoke Design 2U 1/18/9b 8/14/95 

12 2.5 MSB Design and Analysis 62 6/12/95 9/5/95 

13 2.5.1 Fuel MSB Design 62 6/12/95 9/5/95 

14 2.5.2 U RCA.; MSB Design 62 6/12/95 9/5/95 

15 2.5.3 Fuel Debris MSB Design 62 6/12/95 9/5/95 

16 2.5.4 Non-Fuel Hardware MSB Design 62 6/12/95 9/5/95 

17 2.6 MSb Overpack Design 22 9/18/95 10/1//95 

2.7 10CFR71 Shipping Cask Design 135 6/5/95 12/8/95 

19 2.1.1 MS8 transportation Cask Design 41 6/5/95 1/31/9b 

20 2.7.2 10CFR71 Analysis 109 7/11/95 12/8/95 

21 2.8 VSC Equipment Specifications 102 6/12/95 10/31/95 

22 2.8.1 MSI3 Fab Specification 21 6/12/95 1/10/95 

23 
24 

2.8.2 
2.9 

VCC Fab/Const Specification 
transfer Equipment Specs. 

22 
9/ 

10/2/95 
6/12/95 

10/31/95 
10/24/95 

25 2.9.1 transfer Cask (M IC) Specification 20 6/12/95 /1//95 

26 2.9.2 Air Had System Specification 1U 10/11/95 10/24/95 

21 2.1U Auxiliary Equipment Specifications 41 6/12/95 8///9b 

28 2.10.1 Vacuum Drying System Specs. 21 6/12/95 7/10/95 

29 2.10.2 welding Equipment Specs. 41 6/12/95 8///9b 

:30 2.11 Secunty System Design 4/ 10/23/95 12/26/95 

31 2.11.1 Fencing, Lighting Design 47 10/23/95 12/26/95 

32 2.11.2 Intrusion System Detection Design 41 10/2:3/96 12/18/95 

33 2.12 Operating Procedures Preparation 61 9/6/95 11/29/95 

34 2.13 technical Manual Preparation 33 11/20/95 1/3/96 

35 3 Project Completion 1 1/4/96 1/4/96 




